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ABSTRACT 

Sandia National Laboratories performs many expensive tests using inertial measurement 
units (MUS) - systems that use accelerometers, gyroscopes, and other sensors to measm flight 
dynamics in three dimensions. For the purpose of this report, the metrics used to evaluate an IMU 
are cost, size, performance, resolution, upgradeability and testing. The cost of a precision IMU is 
very high and can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. Thus the goals and results of this project 
are as follows: 

1 .) Examine the data flow in an IMU and determine a generic IMU design. 

2.) Discuss a high cost IMU implementation and its theoretically achievable results. 

3.) Discuss design modifications that would save money for suited applications. 

4.) Design and implement a low cost IMU and discuss its theoretically achievable results. 

5.) Test the low cost IMU and compare theoretical results with empirical results. 

6.) Construct a more streamlined printed circuit board desiereducing noise, increasing 
capabilities, and constructing a self-contained unit. 

Using these results, we can compare a high cost IMU versus a low cost IMU using the metrics fiom 
above. Further, we can examine and suggest situations where a low cost IMU could be used 
instead of a high cost IMU for saving cost, size, or both. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When performing a flight test, we collect data on many aspects of the flight. 
Flight path and the forces the object undergoes are particularly important aspects of the 
flight. To analyze such high-level data, some fundamental information is required. 
Typically this includes things such as velocity, acceleration, and rotation in all three axes, 
as well as a sense of overall position. There are many different and independent methods 
of gathering such data and often such methods are used in tandem. One method is the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) to gather the precise location using satellites. Another 
method is to use an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to gather the data and then extract a 
flight path and location via dead reckoning. These can also be used together, with the 
GPS providing a periodic and accurate determination of position, while the IMU is used 
to interpolate between these GPS points using dead reckoning. 

When designing an IMU, there are generally two key factors that must be 
considered: 1 .) cost and 2.) resolutiodcapability. Unfortunately, the two are directly 
correlated. A higher cost IMU correlates directly to more capabilities and higher 
resolution. My task was to design a low-cost IMU and to evaluate the capabilities of 
such a system. In addition, I explored the use of a reconfigurable system that allowed for 
a wide range of performance/cost tradeoffs to be explored by varying the sensor 
selections. 

11. GENERIC IMU 

An IMU is basically a collection of sensors whose output is used to determine the 
motion characteristics of a body. Therefore, it is more-or-less a specialized datalogger- 
transmitter. The basic flow of data in an IMU is shown in Figure 1 below. 

Xmi't or 
storage 

Signal 
Processing 

-L 
Sensors 

Figure 1: Data Flow in the IMU 



The sensors and their signal processing are very system-dependent. They are 
dictated by the required resolution and precision for a particular scenario. However, it is 
simple to create a generic Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and transmit or storage 
unit. For example, a microprocessor with on-board ADC could be used to perfonn the 
conversion and transmit or store the data. If more resolution is required, dedicated ADCs 
could be controlled via a microcontroller, which could then control transmission or 
storage. Alternatively, field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) or digital signal 
processors (DSP) could be used to develop this system. The important thing is that the 
system be reconfigurable and upgradeable. 

By making the system reconfigurable and upgradeable, different sensors can be 
tested and validated by a single IMU unit. Further, additional sensors or inputs can be 
added for different measurements. 
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111. HIGH COST IMU 

As one would expect, a high cost IMU features high-precision and high-resolution 
components. Information from manufacturers regarding such an MU'S components is 
typically rather limited (due to export controls). However, by doing some internet 
searches, I was able to find a few devices that would work in such a system. The IMU 
discussed below is entirely theoretical and just serves as an example for price vs. 
capability comparisons. 

A. IMPLEMENTATION & CAPABILITIES 

For the high-resolution and high-precision MU, we will look at the following 
sensors: 

Sensor 

Honeywell 
QA3000 

Single- Axis 
Accelerometer 

Honeywell 
GG440 

Single-Axis 
Rate-Gyroscope 

Honeywell 
HMC2003 
Three-Axis 

Magnetometer 

Photograph cost & 
S i  

Between 
$7,500- 
$15,000 

> 1 i n 3  

unknown 
(estimated 
$1 000's) 

1" diameter 
bY 

2.6" length 

$200 

20-pin 
Wide DIP 
Package 

Basic 
Properties 

Resolution: 
< lclg 

Range: 
GOg 

Bandwidth: 
> 300 Hz 

Noise: 
< 7 pg-rms 

Resolution: 
< 0.02"/sec 

Range: 
*12Oo"/sec 

Bandwidth: 
> 400 Hz 

Resolution: 
< 40 pgauss 

Range: 
f 2 gauss 

Bandwidth 
1 kHz 

Table 1: High-Precision IMU Components 



Note that since the accelerometers and rate gyroscopes are single-axis devices, 
m e  of them must be used to measure the dynamics of a body. This effectively triples 
the dollar amounts given above. 

For our theoretical high-cost IMU, assume a sampling rate of 800 Hz -thus the 
analog bandwidth is 400 Hz by the Nyquist Theorem. This data rate is adequate to 
measure many of the flight characteristics of interest. The 400 Hz analog bandwidth is 
feasible with all of the devices in Table 1. Further, assume that the ADC being used 
operates off a +SV power supply. 

Let’s consider the capability of the accelerometer. The QA3000 has an output 
ffom *lOV with a *60g range spread over the output voltage (assuming perfect linearity). 
Since the ADCs work off SV, the output needs to go through some signal processing to 
be between 0 and SV. Consider the following generic circuit in Figure 2 below. 

Stage 1 
Figure 2: Sample Signal Processing 

Stage 2 Stage 3 

The op-amps are powered off *12V while all other supplies are +SV. The signal 
processing realized in the above circuit has a variety of important functions, which are 
summarized below by stages. 

1 .  Stage 1 is a simple low-pass filter tuned for 400 Hz. This stage has two purposes. 
First, it eliminates possible aliasing when the signal is sampled. Second, the 
band-limiting helps eliminate some of the Additive White Gaussian Noise 
(AWGN), which is dependent on bandwidth, in the sensor output to provide better 
noise characteristics. The output is buffered to the next stage. 

2. Stage 2 attenuates the *12V signal from Stage 1 to *2.SV using a voltage divider. 
The output is then buffered to the next stage. 
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3. Stage 3 sums the output from Stage 2 with a +2SV reference at the input of the 
op-amp. This adjusts the signal range to be between 0 and 5V for the ADC. The 
diodes clamp the op-amp output to 0 to 5V to prevent spurious signals from 
damaging the ADC. This stage also acts as a buffer between the signal processing 
and the ADC. 

It should be noted that the full sensor output range is present at the output of Stage 
3. The sensitivity of the output is dependent on the ADC being used. For a given ADC, 
we can increase sensitivity (within noise constraints) at the expense of the output range. 
For example, consider an amplifying stage between Stages 1 and 2. If the gain is two, the 
Stage 3 output range is now *30g and the sensitivityhesolution is doubled. Thus, we can 
add some functionality by using a variable gain stage, as the range and resolution could 
be dynamically altered. Overall, this is an important tradeoff between sensor range and 
required ADC resolution. Another option is just to use an ADC with sufficient resolution 
to perform over the entire range and sensitivity of the sensor. When such high bandwidth 
links are available, the added ADC bits may be the best option. However, when 
communication bandwidth is at a premium, the variable gain stage may be the best 
option. 

Now we can determine the resolution and required ADC capabilities. From the 
specification of the QA3000, the noise floor is approximately 7yg-rms. Thus, we should 
target an ADC that gives this same resolution per digit as well as covering the entire 
operational range of the sensor (i.e. *60g from the signal processing using unity gain in 
an optional amplifier between Stages 1 and 2). The signal has the following property: 

5.00 V - 5.00 V V PV 
+ 6 0 g  120 g g lug 

- -- - - 0.042- = 0.042- -- 

As an example, consider a 24-bit ADC. From a 24-bit ADC, we have a resolution of: 

PV 5.00 V 
224 digits digit 

- 0.298- 

Thus our system has a resolution of: 

pv x--- lug -7.09- lug 0.298- 
digit 0.042 pV digit 

Since our noise is basically the same magnitude (7yg-rms), the last bit can be attributed 
to noise. 

The above calculations show that a 24-bit ADC would in fact be perfect. The 
Texas Instruments ADS 12 1 1 4-channel 24-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (=: $15) 
would fit this requirement. It supports sampling of 16,000 sampleshecond (or 4,000 
samples/second/channel). For transmission purposes, it may be possible to discard some 
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of the upper bits of the signal (depending on the desired range), allowing for fewer bits to 
be transmitted. Note too that there is no advantage to using an ADC with more bits since 
we already have a resolution that extends to the noise floor. 

Performing similar calculations for the other two devices shows us that the same 
ADC (and similar signal conditioning) would work for the rate-gyroscopes and the 
magnetometer. These would yield resolutions at or near their noise floors. Further, a 
single ADC could be used and the analog signals could be time-division multiplexed via 
an analog multiplexer. 

B. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

When dealing with such high resolution parts, there are a variety of very difficult 
hurdles when it comes to both construction and testing. What follows is a discussion of a 
few of these problems. 

The first practical consideration is placement of parts on a device. For example, 
consider the accelerometers. Their desired fimction is to measure the linear acceleration 
of the body. If the accelerometers are placed near the edge of the flight body, then as the 
body begins rotating, the accelerometers would measure the angular acceleration of the 
body-but angular motion is the responsibility of the rate-gyroscopes! Further, the effect 
increases with increasing distance from the body’s center of mass. The influence of this 
variable can be minimized by placing the accelerometers as close as possible to the 
body’s center of mass. But with such sensitive sensors, this may not be enough. The 
accelerometers may need to compensate (either directly or during post-processing) for 
this rotational effect. 

Another practical consideration involves construction. When mounting 
components, it is necessary to know their exact orientation. It is most desirable to mount 
them orthogonally to avoid post-processing calculations. The construction tolerances for 
mounting these devices must be very tight. To give some indication of just how tight, 
consider the accelerometers. Our bodies are accustomed to the constant 1 g acceleration 
from the Earth’s gravitational field. It is not uncommon for us to experience 
accelerations from Og to 3g (roller coasters, for example). When sitting stationary, a 
sensor would feel the l g  acceleration when mounted parallel to the Earth’s gravitational 
field, Og when mounted perpendicularly, or some intermediate value when mounted at an 
angle. This is the notion of a tilt sensor depicted in Figure 3 below. 
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Hornon D D D D D D  

SensingAxii - 
Gravitational Component + 

Figure 3: Tilt Sensor Concept 

Using basic vector physics, we can calculate the component acceleration felt by 
the stationary sensor due to tilt. Consider the following drawing in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Acceleration Computation Graphic 
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The acceleration felt by the stationary sensor is given by: 

A = l g  x sin(8") 

Recalling from above that the QA3000 can easily distinguish 14pg we can solve for the 
angle of tilt that corresponds to this acceleration. 

8" = arcsin( 1 4 ~ g g )  = 0.0008" 

Thus a tilt of less than 1 milli-degree from the horizontal will adversely affect the 
accelerometers. This could be caused by something as small as tightening one screw 
more than another. 

It should be noted that 14yg resolution represents a tilt from the vertical of approximately 
0.3'. However, we are more concerned with the 'worst-case' scenario represented by a 
small tilt from the horizontal. 

Note that the lack of orthogonality could perhaps be calibrated out, assuming that it was a 
constant effect. However, with such a small degree of tilt being considered, even the 
mounting in the testing bracket will have adverse affects. Problems are compounded if 
the sensor housings become loose. 

C. TESTING CONSIDERA TIONS 

Luckily, the practical problems with construction give some insight to possible 
testing methods. Using a 3-D gimbal to induce small amounts of tilt is probably the most 
straightforward, at least for the accelerometers. Recalling from above that the sensor can 
detect an incline of a mere 0.0008" rules out using hobby servo motors which only 
realistically provide 8 to 16 bits of resolution (not even close to the required 24). 
However, a mounting that uses gear-reduced stepper motors may work. Each step would 
correspond to a very small (and calculable) tilt. All that is necessary is to level the 
mounting to a known (and accurate) starting position. In this way, a very small and very 
accurate tilt is achievable to test our accelerometers' orthogonality. A similar system can 
be used to test both the magnetometer and rate gyroscopes. 



IV. LOW-COST IMU 

In designing the low-cost IMU, the same generic principles discussed earlier 
come into play. The design is based on readily-available low-cost parts which allowed 
for flexibility and rapid design. The first step was to construct the prototype (wire- 
wrapped) shown in Figure 5 below. 

Figure 5: Low-Cost IMU 

The prototype pictured above uses gyroscopes (red), accelerometers (blue), and a 
magnetometer (yellow) to measure acceleration, rotation, and orientation relative to 
Earth's magnetic field, respectively. The signals kom these sensors (a total of 9 
channels-3 axes for each of the 3 device types) are sampled by a microcontroller with 
onboard analog-to-digital converter. The digital values are then stored in EEPROMs for 
later retrieval and processing. After the sampling has completed (approximately 20 
seconds of acquisition at 800 sampledchanneUsecond), the data is sent to a PC for post 
processing via a serial connection. The attributes of these components is discussed 
subsequently. 
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A.  SENSORS 

In the robotics and hobby community, there are several vendors of low-cost 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers and rate gyroscopes. These 
MEMS devices are very capable, small, durable, and best of all, inexpensive. Further, the 
same magnetometer as the high-cost IMU can be used. It is a very capable and relatively 
inexpensive component. A summary of the devices used is contained in Table 2 below. 

Sensor 

Memsic 
MxR2312ML 

Dual-Axis 
Accelerometer 

Analog Devices 
ADm203 
Dual-Axis 

Accelerometer 

Analog Devices 
ADXRS300 
Single- Axis 

Rate-Gyroscope 

Honeywell 
HMC2003 
Three-Axis 

Magnetometer 

Photograph 

I 
i 

cost & 
Sue 

$13 

S m m x  
Smmx 
2mm 

$25 

Smmx 
Smmx 
2mm 

$50 

7 m m x  
7 m m x  
3mm 

$200 

20-pin 
Wide DIP 
Package 

Basic 

Resolution: 

Range: 
e . 0 g  

Bandwidth: 
100 H7. 

Sensitivity: 
312 mV/g 

Table 2: Low-Cost IMU Components 
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Resolution: 

Sensitivity: 
1000 mV/g 

O.lo/sec 
Range: 

SOO”/sec 
Bandwidth: 

4ooHz 
Sensitivity: 

5 mVP/sec 
Resolution: 

< 40 pgauss 
Range: 
f 2 gauss 

Bandwidth: 
lkH2 

Sensitivity : 
1 .O V/gauss 



It should be noted that the maximum theoretical resolution specified is not at the 
indicated bandwidth for the MEMS devices. They have Additive White Gaussian Noise 
(AWGN) characteristics, so the noise floor (and thus resolution) is dependent on the 
bandwidth. The bandwidth is adjusted via external filtering, which is discussed in more 
detail later. 

1. ACCELEROMETERS 

MEMS sensors such as Memsic MXR23 12 and Analog Devices’ ADXL203 are 
quite a technological accomplishment. The simple physics and methods used to construct 
these devices is rather interesting, thus some additional information about these devices is 
contained in Appendix A In particular the appendix contains the accelerometer 
datasheets as well as a document which describes their internal structure (specifically for 
the ADXL202, though the discussion is also applicable to the ADXL203). 

The Memsic was originally selected due to the easily assembled carrier board and 
was used in the first prototype in Figure 5. However, the sensitivity, bandwidth, 
temperature drift, and noise floor are all superior in the ADXL203. Thus, it will be used 
on the final production version and its theoretical performance is discussed below. 

As a quick summary, the ADXL203 is a dual-axis *1.7g device with a resolution 
of lmg at 60Hz. Further, it is powered directly off of +5V and has a ratiometric output 
voltage (centered at 2.5V when at Og). Its sensitivity (output swing) is 1000 mV/g. Best 
of all, the cost is approximately $25 per device and only two are required to cover all 
three axes. The output noise from the sensor is AWGN, and when band-limited, the noise 
floor is given by the equation: 

xgBwx1 .6  pg - rms Noise = 110 4% 
The peak noise is four times the RMS value with a 95% confidence that the noise value is 
below the peak. 

For this application, we can set the bandwidth to 50 Hz via an external 0.1 pF 
capacitor (an easily obtainable value). Performing the calculation yields an average noise 
value of 0.98 mg-rms with a peak value of approximately 3.9 mg. This will help us 
determine the number of bits required to accurately measure the signal coming from the 
accelerometers. Ideally, the ADC should have a resolution better than both the peak and 
average noise. Recall that the accelerometer under consideration specifies an output 
sensitivity of 1000 mV/g. Thus, the ADC’s ideal resolution should be better than the 
peak and average noise, which is given by the following: 
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m V  m V  

g g 
3.9mgx 1000- = 3.9mV peak and 0.98mg x 1000- = 0.98mV average. 

To get a resolution less than the average noise, a 13-bit ADC would be required. 
However, most ADCs integrated with a microcontroller have a 1 0-bit precision. A 1 0-bit 
ADC operating from 0 V to 5 V should be sufficient for the value of peak noise: 

m V  
2" digits digit 

= 4.88- 
5.0V 

Since our peak noise has similar amplitude, the last bit can be attributed to noise. Thus 
even in the presence of noise (meaning even under peak noise conditions) the resolution 
would be: 

Using the same method as for the high-cost IMU calculations, this equates to a tilt 
of about 0.25'. This is less resolution than the high-resolution system previously 
discussed by a factor of about 650. However, at only $50 for all three axes, these sensors 
are cheaper by a factor of at least 500, not even considering the added diEculty of 
mounting, calibration, and testing the high-cost sensors! 

.. 
11. GYROSCOPES 

Just as with the accelerometers, the simple physics and methods used to construct 
these devices are rather interesting, thus more about these devices is included in 
Appendix B In particular the appendix contains the rate gyroscope datasheet as well as a 
document which describes their internal structure. 

As a brief summary, the ADXRS300 is a single-axis *300 '/sec device 
(extendable up to *1200 "/set) with a resolution of sub '/sec. Further, it is powered 
directly off of 5V, and has a ratiometric output voltage (centered at 2.5V when at 0 "/set). 
For simplicity, the sensor will be used in the default *300 '/set setting. Its sensitivity 
(output swing) is SmV/'/sec. The output noise from the sensor is AWGN, and when 
band-limited, the noise floor in rms is given by the equation: 

O / sec Noise=O.l-xJ= JHZ 
For this application, we set the bandwidth to 40 Hz via an external 2 2 s  capacitor 

(an easily obtained value). Performing the calculation yields a noise value of 0.8 '/set. 
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This will help us determine the number of bits required to accurately measure this signal 
coming from the gyroscopes. 

From the specification, the output has a sensitivity of 5 mV/"/sec. Thus the sensor 
exhibits a noise floor of: 

m V  
O / sec 

0.S0/secx5- = 4.0mV 

Again, a 10-bit ADC powered off 5V provides a resolution of: 

m V  
2" digits digit 

= 4.88- 5 v  

Since our noise is basically the same amount as a single digit, the last bit can be 
attributed to noise. This equates to an overall system resolution of: 

m V  O / sec k)s  x 4.8Sdigit = 0.976- 
digi t 

Just as with the accelerometers, this is a significant decline in achievable 
resolution compared with the high-cost sensors. However, it is also a significant decline 
in cost as well. 

iii. MAGNETOMETER 

The magnetometer is used to measure the intensity of nearby magnetic fields. In 
particular, it can tell us our compass heading using the Earth's magnetic field. The 
device is discussed (datasheet and application note) for this use in Appendix C 
Following similar calculations as above, the IO-bit ADC provides a resolution of 

mV 
2" digits digit 

= 4.88- 5 v  

The sensitivity of the magnetometer (from the datasheet in the appendix) is 1000 
mV/gauss. Using this, our device can resolve: 

milli - gauss mV 
digit digit 

x 4.88- = 4.88 

To put this into perspective, the Earth's magnetic field has a magnitude of about 0.6 
gauss. This should be more than sufficient to provide us with the desired compass 
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headings and three dimensional orientation. Note that the device resolution given in 
Table 2 as 40 pguass is significantly lower than this value-meaning all 10 bits represent 
data approximately without noise. 

It should be noted that if a more accurate heading were desired, a higher precision 
(more bits) ADC should be used. In fact, a 17-bit ADC would reach the noise floor of the 
device. Thus, the 24-bit ADC discussed for the High-Cost IMU would be more than 
sufficient to provide full range and resolution. 

Also note that there are many sources of possible errors with magnetometers 
compared to the other sensors. Such sources include any nearby ferrous materials or 
fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field over time. In particular, the ferrous material 
factor needs to be taken into account when constructing the mounting for the device. 
Further, large magnetic fields (i.e. those created by electromagnets) can throw the 
device’s internal measurements out of alignment. For this reason, a SetIReset circuit 
(contained in the application notes) may need to be employed before making 
measurements. 

B. SIGNAL CONDITIONING & PROCESSING 

Luckily, the sensors discussed above all have outputs that work sufficiently with a 
10-bit ADC with voltages from OV to 5V. Because of this, we only need to worry about 
filtering, and possibly buffering to the ADC. Thus, only Stage 1 from Figure 2 is 
necessary for the prototype in Figure 5. The addition of a buffer would be beneficial as it 
would provide lower output impedance to the ADC and thus improve the sample-hold 
characteristics of the ADC. This simple addition is reserved for future prototype 
incarnations. 

C. MCROCONTROLLER & COMMUNICATIONS 

The prototype performs some very simple operations but uses some complex 
techniques to accomplish them. The microcontroller used is the PIC1 8F4320. A 
synopsis of the features used is contained below in Figure 6 .  



PIC 18F4320 Features Used: 

4 x 16-bit timers. 

1 0-bit, 13-channel ADC with programmable acquisition time. 
Addressable USART (Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver 
Transmitter) supporting RS232 serial communication. 
2 levels of interrupt priorities. 
Master Synchronous Serial Port (MSSP) supports both 12C and SPI serial 
protocols for peripherals. 

256 bytes of on-board EEPROM storage space. 
Clocked at 40 MHz for an instruction speed of 10 million instructions per second. 

Figure 6: PIC Microcontroller Features 

The microcontroller waits for input from an external switch to begin sampling. 
The sensors are sampled for 20+ seconds (the capacity of the external storage 
EEPROMS, as discussed below). The prototype is then connected to a PC and the 
information is transferred off the EEPROMs. The data can then be graphed or undergo 
other post processing. 

The code to control this behavior is rather complex. It uses priority interrupts to 
take ADC samples and store them in the EEPROMs. Due to timing, the data must be 
written in 128-byte pages to the EEPROMs for writing. This forces the use of a large 
circular buffer to store the samples. The code is contained in Appendix D 

The system also uses a variety of communication mechanisms. The first form of 
communication is transmitting the digital sample values. For the prototype, the PIC 
transmits the samples to the external EEPROMs via an 12C bus. However, it would be 
desirable in many systems to have the data transmitted in real-time - by a SPI bus for 
example -without storing the data in the EEPROMs. This is entirely feasible since the 
12C bus uses the same pins on the PIC as the on-chip SPI does. Thus, 12C can be used 
during testing, then disabled (to the EEPROMs) to allow SPI for real-time data 
transmission. This is an extremely useful feature as it allows flexibility during 
development and for final applications. This feature may be added in the next prototype 
incarnation. 

The small 8-pin DIP packages in Figure 5 are the 12C EEPROMS. There are five 
of these EEPROMs, each with 64KB storage space. The sampling rate is 800 samples 
per second per channel. Since there are 9 sensors (3 per axis times 3 types of devices), 
the PIC is recording 7200 samples per second. The samples are each 10 bits, and the 
channel number is another 4 bits. Thus, each sample is effectively 2 bytes. The 
EEPROMs can store data for at most: 



(5)EEPROM x 64 KB x(y)ex(y ) 5 = 2 2 . 7 5 s e c  
EEPROM * bytes 7200 samples 

This amount of time gives adequate opportunity to perform various flight-like maneuvers 
during testing. 

The final communication protocol used is the RS232 via the USART. This is the 
basic serial communication port contained on the back of most personal computers. The 
data is transferred from the EEPROMs via a terminal program (hyperterminal in 
Windows for example) or via other software. The data can then be analyzed on a PC. 

D. POST PROCESSING 

This is probably the most important step, from both a user and management 
perspective. It shows ‘what the data means.’ I used MatLab to analyze the data. I wrote 
a function that allows me to graph the data in various ways. The code to perform this is 
contained in Appendix E. For example, consider the actual data in Figure 13. The 
analysis of these data is discussed in detail in the following section. 

E. CAPABILITIES AND TESTING 

The following setup has been constructed to test the IMU. From this setup, we 
can test all three of the component types. The tilt mechanism allows for evaluation of the 
accelerometers, while the panning can be used to examine performance of the rate gyros. 
Motion of both of these axes will allow for testing of the magnetometer. 

In the test setup images, you can see that there is a compass. This will be used to 
quantitatively test the magnetometer’s accuracy. The laser pointer and the servo (tilt) in 
the vice are used to quantitatively test the accelerometers. Finally, the servo programmed 
for fidl rotation (pan) will allow us to verify that the rate gyros are working (though it 
will only verify one axis and not provide any quantitative analysis). 



Figure 7: Test Setup (Pan and Tilt Mechanism) 
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Figure 8: Test Setup (Laser Pointer and Compass) 

ACCELEROMETER 



The laser pointer shown in Figure 8 is mounted horizontal to the sensing axis, and 
then a yardstick helps determine the angle of tilt, as shown below. 

- 

Figure 9: Accelerometer Testing Configuration 

Using geometry to calculate the angle, B = t a~- ' (b /a ) .  Note that the gravitation 
force that should be sensed is given by A = 1 *sin(@, as discussed previously for the 
high-cost IMU (see Figure 4). 

For the testing scenarios, five angles were chosen. 

Angle # a b e 
1 72.0 cm +23.4 cm +18.0" 
2 72.0 cm +12.0 cm +9.5" 
3 72.0 cm +0.8 cm +0.6" 
4 72.0 cm -11.6 cm - 9.1 
5 72.0 cm -23.3 cm - 17.9 

Table 3: Accelerometer Testing Reference Angles 

When the data was captured, it was found that the noise performance of the 
accelerometer was not very good in this setup. Then again, the analog bandwidth of the 
MEMS is much lower than the 400 Hz bandwidth being sampled (by a factor of 16 in the 
case of the Memsic accelerometers, which are band-limited to 25 Hz). Thus, I decided to 
implement a sohare running-average, low-pass filter by t h i s  factor (1 6 point running- 
average filter) to get a better handle on the data. 

Some suggestions for improving the noise performance are to decrease the 
sampling rate to more closely match the analog bandwidth, use op-amps to amplify prior 
to sampling, better analogldigital ground separation, or even use digital filtering as in this 
CaSe. 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the results h m  the IMU (via the MatLab code in 
Appendix E). The numerical values are given in Table 4 and were determined by 
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examining Figure 11 (using MatLab's zoom functionality and then averaging by eye). 
We can see that all the measured values were within about a degree and a half of the 
actual tilt. This is considered to be reasonable given that the Memsic accelerometer 
tested was noted in the datasheet to provide about 1" resolution. Hopefully the ADXL203 
will perform to the standards calculated earlier (0.25" resolution). 

Test 
Angle 

+18.0" 
+9.5" 

Expected Actual Actual Angle 
acceleration acceleration (Calculated 
(in milli-g) (in milli-g) using Arcsine) 

309 325 +19.0° 
165 182 +10.5" 

I +0.6" I 10 I 17 I +1.0" I 

I - 17.9 I -307 
I -9.1 I -158 I -165 I - 9.5 I 

-325 - 19.0 

Testing was performed on only one axis. The other axes should perform 
similarly. 
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11. GYROSCOPE 

To test the gyroscopes, I simply spun the board about its vertical (Z) axis. First, it 
was spun clockwise, then counter-clockwise, then clockwise again. These movements 
can easily be seen in Figure 12. Note that the angular velocity is given in degrees per 
second. This represents the actual rate of rotation of the board. Again, the other axes 
should perform similarly. 

iii. COMPLEX MOVEMENTS 

Using what was learned from the testing, it is now possible to understand more 
complex movements. Consider the movements shown in Figure 13. We can see three 
distinct events. We can see from the gyroscopes that the first movement was a counter- 
clockwise rotation about the Y-axis, so that the X-axis was facing down. It also moved 
back to the original position (a rotation clockwise about the Y-axis). The second event 
was exactly the same, except that its rotation was about the X-axis (which caused the Y- 
axis accelerometer to be pointed up, as dictated by its orientation on the board). The final 
event was four rotations: clockwise, then counter-clockwise, then clockwise, then 
counter-clockwise. As expected, the accelerometers experienced very little change 
(mostly spurious noise due to small movements when being moved by my hands). 

Note the magnetometer changes during the third event. It should be possible to 
determine the compass heading based on these readings. However, the reference voltages 
are not connected to the ADC, making it extremely difficult to determine the true offset 
voltage. This means that the setheset circuit really is a necessity. The offsets (for this 
and all the other sensors) should probably be used so that this problem can be averted. 
Due to these issues, no quantitative measurements were verified. Qualitatively, the 
magnetometer appears to be working correctly. 
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V. PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

Atter all the work in creating and testing a prototype, it was time to apply previously mentioned 
improvements. Thuc,, a new prototype on a pnnted circuit board was conshcted (see Figure 14). A 
printed Circuit Board (PCB) allows us to apply the following improvements: 

@amp buffering before the ADC for improved samplehold noise performance. 
Isolated digital and analog g~~mds to remove power supply noise sources. 
Shatter traces (improves noise) and reduced board space. 
R m n j i p b l e  ADC channels and a ‘‘sandbox’’ area for future prototyping. 
Jumpers to select either storage on EEPROMS via 12C 01 real-time SPI transmission. 
More stable momfings (especlauy for the vertical sensor boards) and a more 

Figure 14: IMU Printed Circuit Board 
The initial PCB implementation had two problem. Firsf one of the voltage converter clllps was 
notconnectedto~andthus-12Vwasnotgenemted(insteaditputout+12v). Thisraulted 
in an inability to bias the opamps prOpery. The errorwas due to the fact that Orcad doesn’t include 
Vcc and ground connections on the chip schematics it inserts. This problem was fixable by 
soldering a jumper Wire h m  the appropriate pin to one of the other ground contacts. However, it 
hi@& a lesson learned for future use of orcad Also, it was discovered b t  the pinouts for the 
MAX233 chip are substantidy di&ent far the surface mount package and thus the board 
was incomedy laid out. Althcugh some trausmit functionality is available, the data d b i l i t y  are 
of concern. This may also be the cause of noise spikes that are observed in the data. Another 
version of tbis board has not yet been accruired, although these problems are both m d d y  fixable. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this project, the feasibility of developing a low cost IMU was explored. A prototype 
was built and a test setup was designed to characterize the prototype’s performance. 
Although much of the characterization was qualitative, the quantitative assessment of 
accelerometer performance indicated that the sensor performed as expected. It appears 
that the magnetometer is not usable without the reset circuit present. Its performance was 
the most difficult to understand and characterize, and further work remains to explore this 
issue. 

A Printed Circuit Board instantiation of the low cost IMU was also developed. Due to 
design defects, I was not able to characterize its performance. However, the defects 
could easily be fixed in a new iteration of the board. 

The modularity of the design and communication protocol should allow other users to 
change or expand the capability of this IMU through selection of different sensors. It is 
also expected that more capable sensors and microprocessors would allow for improved 
resolution in the future. 

Finally, it should be noted that this low-cost system could not replicate the capabilities of 
the high-cost systems. Rather, the low-cost system should be a viable solution for many 
applications and is flexible enough to allow for multiple uses. 
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Appendix A - MEMS Accelerometers 

Datasheets: 
A. ADXL203 Precision k1.7 g Dual Axis Accelerometer by Analog Devices 

B. MXR2312ML Improved, Ultra Low Noise k2.0 g Dual Axis Accelerometer 
with Ratiometric Outputs by Memsic 

Further Information: 
C. Dual Axis, Low g ,  Fully Integrated Accelerometers by Harvey Weinberg 

(from Analog Dialogue 33-1) 



ANALOG 0 DEVICES 
Precision ~ 1 . 7  g 

Sing le/D ua I Axis Accelerometer 

FEATURES 
High performance, singleldual axis accelerometer on a 

5 mm x 5 mm x 2 mm LCC package 
1 mg resolution at 60 Hr 
Low power: 700 pA at VS = 5 V (typical) 
High zero g bias stability 
High sensitivity accuracy 
-4OOC to  +125OC temperature range 
X and Y axes aligned to  within 0.1' (typical) 
BW adjustment with a single capacitor 
Single-supply operation 
3500 g shock survival 

single IC chip 

APPLICATIONS 
Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC)lElectronic Stability Program 

(ESP) systems 
Electronic chassis control 
Electronic braking 
Platform stabilizationlleveling 
Navigation 
Alarms and motion detectors. 
High accuracy, 2-axis tilt sensing 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The ADXL103/ADXL203 are high precision, low power, 
complete single and dual axis accelerometers with signal 
conditioned voltage outputs, all on a single monolithic IC. The 
ADXL103/ADXL203 measures acceleration with a full-scale 
range of f1.7 g. The ADXL103/ADXL203 can measure both 
dynamic acceleration (e.g., vibration) and static acceleration 
(e.g., gravity). 

The typical noise floor is 110 pg/dHz, allowing signals below 
1 mg (0.06" of inclination) to be resolved in tilt sensing 
applications using narrow bandwidths (<60 Hz). 

The user selects the bandwidth of the accelerometer using 
capacitors CX and CY at the XOU~ and YOUT pins. Bandwidths of 
0.5 Hz to 2.5 kHz may be selected to suit the application. 

The ADXL103 and ADXL203 are available in 5 mm x 5 mm x 
2 mm, 8-pad hermetic LCC packages. 

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK D I A G R A M  

T 
ADXLlO3 1 

cDC 

ADXL203 

bcy bcx 
Figure 1. ADXL 103/ADXU03 Functional Block Diagram 
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SPEC I FlCATl ONS 
Table 1. TA = -40°C to +125”C, VS = 5 V, CX = CY = 0.1 I 
Parameter 
SENSOR INPUT 

Measurement Range’ 
Nonlinearity 
Package Alignment Error 
Alignment Error (ADXL203) 
Cross Axis Sensitivity 

SENSITIVITY (Ratiometric)2 
Sensitivity a t  XOUT, YOU 
Sensitivity Change due to Temperature3 

ZERO g BIAS LEVEL (Ratiometric) 
0 g Voltage at XOUT, YOUT 
Initial 0 g Output Deviation from Ideal 
0 a Offset vs. TemDerature 

NOISE PERFORMANCE 
Output Noise 
Noise Density 

CX, CY RangeS 
RFlLTTolerance 
Sensor Resonant Frequency 

Logic Input Low 
Logic Input High 
ST Input Resistance to Ground 
Output Change at XOUT, YOUT 

Output Swing Low 
Output Swing High 

Operating Voltage Range 
Quiescent Supply Current 
Turn-On Time7 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE4 

SELF TEST 

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER 

POWER SUPPLY 

I, Acceleration = 0 g, unless 
Conditions 
Each Axis 

%I of Full Scale 

XSensortoYSensor 

Each Axis 
vs=5v 
vs=5v 
Each Axis 
vs=5v  
Vs = 5 V, 25°C 

< 4 kHz, Vs = 5 V, 25°C 
@25”C 

Self Test 0 to 1 

No Load 
No Load 

henvise noted. 
Min Typ Max 

+1.7 
k0.5 +2.5 
f l  
kO.1 
k2 +5 

940 1000 1060 
k0.3 

2.4 2.5 2.6 
k25 
kO.1 

1 6 
110 

0.002 10 
24 32 40 

5.5 

1 
4 
30 50 
400 750 1100 

0.3 
4.5 

3 6 
0.7 1.1 
20 

Unit 

9 
% 
Degrees 
Degrees 
YO 

mV/g 
% 

V 

mg 
mg/”C 

mV rms 
pg/dHz rms 

PF 
k f l  
kHz 

V 
V 
k f l  
mV 

V 
V 

V 
mA 
ms 

’ Guaranteed by measurement of initial offset and sensitivity. 
Sensitivity is  essentially ratiometric to VS. For VS = 4.75 V to 5.25 V, sensitivity is  186 mVN/g to 21 5 mVN/g. 
Defined as the output change from ambient-to-maximum temperature or ambient-to-minimum temperature. 
Actual frequency response controlled by user-supplied external capacitor (CX, CY). 
Bandwidth = 1/(2 x n x 32 kn x C). For Cx, Cy = 0.002 pF, Bandwidth = 2500 Hz. For Cx, Cy = 10 pF, Bandwidth = 0.5 Hz. Minimum/maximum values are not tested. 
Self-test response changes cubically with VS. 
Larger values of CX CY will increase turn-on time. Turn-on time is  approximately 160 x Cx or CY + 4 ms, where CX, CY are in pF. 

All minimum and maximum specifications are guaranteed. Typical specifications are not guaranteed. 
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ADXL103/ADXL203 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Table 2. ADXL103/ADXLZ03 Stress Rating 
Parameter Rating 
Acceleration (Any Axis, Unpowered) 3,500 g 
Acceleration (Any Axis, Powered) 3,500 g 
Drop Test (Concrete Surface) 1.2m 

All Other Pins 

Output Short-Circuit Duration 
(Any Pin to Common) Indefinite 
Operating Temperature Range -55'C to +125'C 
Storage Temperature 45°C to +150"C 
Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings 
may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress 
rating only; functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
section of thii specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect 
device reliability. 

VS -0.3 V to +7.0 V 
(COM - 0.3 VI to 
(vr + 0.3 VI 

. ,  

. .  

Table 3. Package Characteristics 
Package~ype I eu\ I ex I Devke Weight 
&Lead CLCC I 1 2 0 " ~ ~  [ 2 0 " ~  I <I.Ogram 

Condklon 
Pm(il* Fcrtun P b F r r  
AverageRampRateCl~toT~) 3'Urecond Max 
Preheat 

Minimum Temperamre (r-J 1OWC 1W-C 
Mlnlmum Temperawe (Tauu) 1509: 2009 
rim ( T 5 W  t 0 T d  (U 

T w  to TL 
* RampUpRate 3WSeCOnd 
Tim Maintamed above Uquidour (Td . uauidourTmowauIe(T.~ 1834 21pc 

60-120recondS 6 0 - 1 M s e c d S  

Time 2SK m Peak Tempermure Time 2SK m Peak Tempermure 



ADXL103/ADXL203 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
(VS = 5 V for all graphs, unless otherwise noted.) 

VOLTS 

Figure3.XAxisZerogBias Deviotionhomldealot25T 

VOLTS 

Figured YAXirZerogBls Deviotbframldealot25K 

Figum 7. Y Axis Z m g  Bias Tetnpfo 
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TEMPERATURE CCI 

Fgure 15. Supply Cunent VI. Temperature 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
PIN 8 

Your = 2.5V 
&UT = 1.5v 

PIN 8 

&UT = 3.5v 
Your = 2.5V 

EARTH'S SURFACE 

..................................... 
figure 2 7. Output Response vs. Orientation 

The ADXL103/ADXL203 are complete acceleration measure- 
ment systems on a single monolithic IC. The ADXL103 is a 
single axis accelerometer, while the ADXL203 is a dual axis 
accelerometer. Both parts contain a polysilicon surface- 
micromachined sensor and signal conditioning circuitry to 
implement an open-loop acceleration measurement architec- 
ture. The output signals are analog voltages proportional to 
acceleration. The ADXL103/ADXL203 are capable of measuring 
both positive and negative accelerations to at least f1.7g. The 
accelerometer can measure static acceleration forces such as 
gravity, allowing it to be used as a tilt sensor. 

The sensor is a surface-micromachined polysilicon structure 
built on top of the silicon wafer. Polysilicon springs suspend the 
structure over the surface of the wafer and provide a resistance 
against acceleration forces. Deflection of the structure is mea- 
sured using a differential capacitor that consists of independent 
fKed plates and plates attached to the moving mass. The fmed 
plates are driven by 180" out-of-phase square waves. Accelera- 
tion will deflect the beam and unbalance the differential 
capacitor, resulting in an output square wave whose amplitude 
is proportional to acceleration. Phase sensitive demodulation 
techniques are then used to rectify the signal and determine the 
direction of the acceleration. 

The output of the demodulator is amplified and brought off- 
chip through a 32 kn resistor. At this point, the user can set the 
signal bandwidth of the device by adding a capacitor. This 
filtering improves measurement resolution and helps prevent 
aliasing. 

PERFORMANCE 
Rather than using additional temperature compensation 
circuitry, innovative design techniques have been used to ensure 
high performance is built in. As a result, there is essentially no 
quantization error or non-monotonic behavior, and 
temperature hysteresis is very low (typically less than 10 mg 
over the -40°C to +125"C temperature range). 

Figure 9 shows the zero g output performance of eight parts (X 
and Y axis) over a -40°C to +125"C temperature range. 

Figure 12 demonstrates the typical sensitivity shift over 
temperature for VS = 5 V. Sensitivity stability is optimized for 
VS = 5 V, but is still very good over the specified range; it is 
typically better than f l% over temperature at VS = 3 V. 
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AP P L I CAT I 0 N S 

2 x RMS 
4 x RMS 
6 x RMS 
8 x RMS 

POWER SUPPLY DECOUPLING 
For most applications, a single 0.1 yF capacitor, CDC, will 
adequately decouple the accelerometer from noise on the power 
supply. However in some cases, particularly where noise is pre- 
sent at the 140 kHz internal clock frequency (or any harmonic 
thereof), noise on the supply may cause interference on the 
ADXL103/ADXL203 output. If additional decoupling is needed, 
a 100 0 (or smaller) resistor or ferrite beads may be inserted in 
the supply line of the ADXL103/ADXL203. Additionally, a 
larger bulk bypass capacitor (in the 1 yF to 22 pF range) may be 
added in parallel to CDC. 

SETTING THE BANDWIDTH USING Cx AND Cy 
The ADXL103/ADXL203 has provisions for bandlimiting the 
XOUT and YOUT pins. Capacitors must be added at these pins to 
implement low-pass filtering for antialiasing and noise 
reduction. The equation for the 3 dB bandwidth is 

F - 3 d ~  = 1/(2~(32 k 0 )  X C(x,n) 

or more simply, 

F-3 d B  = 5 pF/C(x, 0 

The tolerance of the internal resistor (RFILT) can vary typically as 
much as +25% of its nominal value (32 ka);  thus, the band- 
width will vary accordingly. A minimum capacitance of 2000 pF 
for CX and CY is required in all cases. 

32 
4.6 
0.27 
0.006 

Table 4. Filter Capacitor Selection, CX and CY 
Bandwidth (Hz) I CaDacitor (UF) 
1 
10 
50 
100 
200 
500 

4.7 
0.47 
0.1 0 
0.05 
0.027 
0.01 

SELF TEST 
The ST pin controls the self-test feature. When this pin is set to 
VS, an electrostatic force is exerted on the beam of the accelero- 
meter. The resulting movement of the beam allows the user to 
test if the accelerometer is functional. The typical change in 
output will be 750 mg (corresponding to 750 mV). This pin may 
be left open-circuit or connected to common in normal use. 

The ST pin should never be exposed to voltage greater than 
Vs + 0.3 V. If the system design is such that this condition 
cannot be guaranteed (i.e., multiple supply voltages present), a 
low VF clamping diode between ST and VS is recommended. 

DESIGN TRADE-OFFS FOR SELECTING FILTER 
CHARACTERISTICS: THE NOISE/BW TRADE-OFF 
The accelerometer bandwidth selected will ultimately 
determine the measurement resolution (smallest detectable 
acceleration). Filtering can be used to lower the noise floor, 
which improves the resolution of the accelerometer. Resolution 
is dependent on the analog filter bandwidth at XOUT and YOUT. 

The output of the ADXL103/ADXL203 has a typical bandwidth 
of 2.5 kHz. The user must filter the signal at this point to limit 
aliasing errors. The analog bandwidth must be no more than 
half the A/D sampling frequency to minimize aliasing. The 
analog bandwidth may be further decreased to reduce noise and 
improve resolution. 

The ADXL103/ADXL203 noise has the characteristics of white 
Gaussian noise, which contributes equally at all frequencies and 
is described in terms of pg/dHz (i.e., the noise is proportional to 
the square root of the accelerometer’s bandwidth). The user 
should limit bandwidth to the lowest frequency needed by the 
application in order to maximize the resolution and dynamic 
range of the accelerometer. 

With the single pole roll-off characteristic, the typical noise of 
the ADXL103/ADXL203 is determined by 

At 100 Hz, the noise is 

rmsNoise = ( 1 1 O p g / & ) x ( J m )  = 1.4mg 

Often, the peak value of the noise is desired. Peak-to-peak noise 
can only be estimated by statistical methods. Table 5 is useful 
for estimating the probabilities of exceeding various peak 
values, given the rms value. 

Table 5. Estimation of Peak-to-Peak Noise 1 % of Time That Noise Will Exceed 
Peak-to-Peak Value Nominal Peak-to-Peak Value 
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Peak-to-peak noise values give the best estimate of the 
uncertainty in a single measurement. Table 6 gives the typical 
noise output of the ADXL103/ADXL203 for various CX and CY 
values. 

Table 6. Filter CaDacitor Selection (CX. CY) 
CX, CY RMS Noise Peak-to-Peak Noise 

Bandwidth(Hz) I (d) I (mg) 1 Estimate (ma) 
10 0.47 0.4 2.6 
50 0.1 1.0 6 
100 0.047 1.4 8.4 
500 0.01 3.1 18.7 

USING THE ADXLl03/ADXL203 WITH OPERATING 
VOLTAGES OTHER THAN 5 V 
The ADXL103/ADXL203 is tested and specified at VS = 5 V; 
however, it can be powered with VS as low as 3 V or as high as 
6 V. Some performance parameters will change as the supply 
voltage is varied. 

The ADXL103/ADXL203 output is ratiometric, so the output 
sensitivity (or scale factor) will vary proportionally to supply 
voltage. At VS = 3 V the output sensitivity is typically 560 mV/g. 

The zero g bias output is also ratiometric, so the zero g output is 
nominally equal to Vs/2 at all supply voltages. 

The output noise is not ratiometric but is absolute in volts; 
therefore, the noise density decreases as the supply voltage 
increases. This is because the scale factor (mV/g) increases 
while the noise voltage remains constant. At VS = 3 V, the noise 
density is typically 190 pgdHz. 

Self-test response in g is roughly proportional to the square of 
the supply voltage. However, when ratiometricity of sensitivity 
is factored in with supply voltage, self-test response in volts is 
roughly proportional to the cube of the supply voltage. So at 
VS = 3 V, the self-test response will be approximately equivalent 
to 150 mV, or equivalent to 270 mg (typical). 

The supply current decreases as the supply voltage decreases. 
Typical current consumption at VDD = 3 V is 450 pA. 

USING THE ADXL203 AS A DUAL-AXIS TILT 
SENSOR 
One of the most popular applications of the ADXL203 is tilt 
measurement. An accelerometer uses the force of gravity as an 
input vector to determine the orientation of an object in space. 

An accelerometer is most sensitive to tilt when its sensitive axis 
is perpendicular to the force of gravity, i.e., parallel to the earth's 
surface. At this orientation, its sensitivity to changes in tilt is 
highest. When the accelerometer is oriented on axis to gravity, 
i.e., near its +1 gor  -1 greading, the change in output 
acceleration per degree of tilt is negligible. When the 
accelerometer is perpendicular to gravity, its output will change 
nearly 17.5 mgper degree of tilt. At 45", its output changes at 
only 12.2 mg per degree and resolution declines. 

Dual-Axis Tilt Sensor: Converting Acceleration to Tilt 
When the accelerometer is oriented so both its X axis and Y axis 
are parallel to the earth's surface, it can be used as a 2-axis tilt 
sensor with a roll axis and a pitch axis. Once the output signal 
from the accelerometer has been converted to an acceleration 
that varies between - 1 g and + 1 g, the output tilt in degrees is 
calculated as follows: 

PITCH = ASIN(Ax/l g) 

ROLL = ASIN(Ad1 g) 

Be sure to account for overranges. It is possible for the 
accelerometers to output a signal greater than k 1 g due to 
vibration, shock, or other accelerations. 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS AND FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS 

Pin No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

ADXL103E 
TOP VIEW 

(Not to Scale) 

9 
DNC 

Mnemonic Description 
ST Self Test 
DNC Do Not Connect 
COM Common 
DNC Do Not Connect 
DNC Do Not Connect 
DNC Do Not Connect 
XOUT X Channel Output 
vs 3V to6V 

Figure22. ADXL 103 8-Lead CLCC 

Table 7. ADXL103 8-Lead CLCC Pin Function Descriutions 
Pin No. Mnemonic 
1 ST 
2 DNC 
3 COM 
4 DNC 
5 DNC 
6 YOUT 

7 XOUT 

8 VS 

Description 
Self Test 
Do Not Connect 
Common 
Do Not Connect 
Do Not Connect 
Y Channel Output 
X Channel Output 
3V to6V 

ADXL203E 
TOP VIEW 

(Not to Scale) 

COM DZLEIZ 3 6 Your 

DNC 
9 
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OUT11 NE D I MENS1 0 NS 

ADXL103/ADXL203 
Products 
ADXLl03CE' 
ADXL103CE-REEL' 
ADXL203CE' 

ADXL203EB Evaluation Board 
ADXL203CE-REEL' 

L R 0.38 

Number of Specified Voltage Temperature 
Axes (VI Range 
1 5 -40°C to +125"C 
1 5 -40°C to +125"C 
2 5 40°C to +125"C 
2 5 -40°C to +125"C 

-1.78 

5 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

8 2004 Analog Devices, Inc. All rights resewed. Trademarks and 
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

D03757-0-4/04(0) 

1.27 w -0.50 DIAMETER 

w w w . a n a l o g . c o m  

0.38 DIAMETER R 0.20 
BOlTOM VIEW 

figure 24.8-Terminal Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier [LCC] 
(E-8) 

Dimensions shown in millimeters 

ESD CAUTION 
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. Electrostatic charges as high as 4000 V readily accumulate on the 
human body and test equipment and can discharge without detection. Although this product features 
proprietary ESD protection circuitry, permanent damage may occur on devices subjected to high energy 
electrostatic discharges. Therefore, proper ESD precautions are recommended to avoid performance 
degradation or loss of functionality. 

' Lead finish-Gold over Nickel over Tungsten. 

Package Description 
8-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
8-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
8-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
8-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
Evaluation Board 

Package 
Option 
E-8 
E-8 
E-8 
E-8 
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MEM 
Improved, Ultra Low Noise +2 g 
Dual Axis Accelerometer with 
Ratiometric Outputs 

FEATURES 
Resolution better than 1 milli-g 
Dual axis accelerometer fabricated on a monolithic CMOS IC 
On chip mixed mode signal processing 
No moving parts 
50,000 g shock survival rating 
17 Hz bandwidth expandable to >I60 Hz 
3.0V to 5.25V single supply continuous operation 
Continuous self test 
Independent axis programmability (special order) 
Compensated for Sensitivity over temperature 
Ultra low initial Zero-g Offset 

APPLICATIONS 
Automotive - Vehicle SecurityNehicle Stability controll 

Security - Gas LinelElevatorlFatigue SensinglComputer Security 
Information Appliances - Computer PeripheralslPDAslMouse 

Gaming - JoysticklRF InterfacelMenu SelectionKilt Sensing 
GPS - Electronic compass tilt correction 
Consumer - LCD projectors, pedometers, blood pressure 

Headlight Angle ControVTilt Sensing 

Smart PenslCell Phones 

Monitor, digital cameras 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The MXR23 12GLML is a low cost, dual axis 
accelerometer fabricated on a standard, submicron CMOS 
process. It is a complete sensing system with on-chip 
mixed mode signal processing. The MXR23 12GL/ML 
measures acceleration with a full-scale range of f 2  g and a 
sensitivity of 3 12mV/g. (The MEMSIC accelerometer 
product line extends from +1 g to + lo  g with custom 
versions available above + l o  g.) It can measure both 
dynamic acceleration (e.g. vibration) and static acceleration 
(e.g. gravity). The MXR23 12GLML design is based on 
heat convection and requires no solid proof mass. This 
eliminates stiction and particle problems associated with 
competitive devices and provides shock survival of 50,000 
g, leading to significantly lower failure rate and lower loss 
due to handling during assembly. 

Sck 
(optional] 

Temperature 
Osullatw Sensor TOUT 

Q 
CLK 

Low Pass 
Filter 

I 

-x axis 

111 + I I  
L I  

Low Pass 
Filter ) b r Y  

Z-AXIS 
SENSOR 

m n A 

V, Gnd V, 

MXR2312GLIMW FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The MXR23 12GL/ML provides a ratiometric analog output 
that is proportional to 50% of the supply voltage at zero g 

acceleration. The typical noise floor is 0.2 mg/ & 
allowing signals below 1 milli-g to be resolved at 1 Hz 
bandwidth. The 3dB rolloff of the device occurs at 17 Hz 
but is expandable to >160 Hz (reference Application Note 
AN-00MX-003). The MXR23 12GLML is packaged in a 
hermetically sealed LCC surface mount package ( 5  mm x 5 
mm x 2 mm height) and is operational over a -40°C to 
85'C(ML) and 0°C to 7O0C(GL) temperature range. 

Information furnished by MEMSIC is believed to be accurate and reliable. 
However, no responsibility is assumed by MEMSIC for its use, nor for any 
infringements of patents or other rights of third parties which may result from 
its use. No license is granted by implication or othetwise under any patent or 
patent rights of MEMSIC. 

OMEMSIC, Inc. 
800 Turnpike St., Suite 202, North Andover, MA 01845 
Tel: 978.738.0900 
www.memsic.com 

Fax: 978.738.0196 
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MXR2312GLlML SPECIFICATIONS (Measurements @ 25"C, Acceleration = 0 g unless otherwise noted; Vo0, VoA = 5.0V unless 
otherwise specified) 

MXR2312GL 
Min Typ Max 

f2.0 
0.5 

*I .O 
f2.0 

296 312 328 

-10 +8 

-0.1 0.0 +0.1 
2.47 2.50 2.53 

f1.5 
f0.47 

0.2 0.4 

Parameter 
SENSOR INPUT 

Measurement Range' 
Nonlinearity 
Alignment Error2 
Transverse Sensitivitv3 

MXR2312ML 
Min Typ Max 

f2.0 
0.5 
f l  .o 
f2.0 

296 312 328 

-25 +8 

-0.1 0.0 +0.1 
2.47 2.50 2.53 

f1.5 
k0.47 

0.2 0.4 

SENSITIVITY 

pins 
Sensitivity, Analog Outputs at 

AOUTX and AOUTY' 
Change over Temperature 

ZERO g BIAS LEVEL 
o g offset5 
o g voltage' 
0 g Offset over Temperature 

NOISE PERFORMANCE 
Noise Density, rms 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
3dB Bandwidth - uncompensatei 
3dB Bandwidth - compensated4 

Tout Voltage 
TEMPERATURE OUTPUT 

12 17 
>160 

1.15 1.25 1.35 
4.6 5.0 5.4 

2.4 2.5 2.65 
0.1 

100 

Sensitivity 
VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

12 17 
>160 

1.15 1.25 1.35 
4.6 5.0 5.4 

2.4 2.5 2.65 
0.1 

100 

VRef 
Change over Temperature 

0.1 4.9 
0.1 2.9 

100 

Current Drive Capability 
SELF TEST 

0.1 4.9 
0.1 2.9 

100 

Continuous Voltage at bUTx, 
Aoun under Failure 

100 
40 

Continuous Voltage at bUTx, 
AouTy under Failure 

100 
40 

Aou~x and AouTv OUTPUTS 
Normal Output Range 

Current 

Turn-On Time 

POWER SUPPLY 
Operating Voltage Range 
Suuulv Current 
s&& current' 

TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Operating Range 

NOTES 

Conditions 
Each Axis 

Best fit straight line 
C Sensor to Y Sensor 

Each Axis 

Each Axis 

Based on 3 12 mV/g 

Without frequency 
compensation 

@3.0V-5.0V supply 

Source 

35.0V Supply, outpul 
rails to 

supply voltage 
33.0V Supply, outpu~ 

rails to 
supply voltage 

@5.0V Supply 
@3.0V Supply 

Source or sink, @ 
3.OV-5.OV Supply 

@5.0V Supply 
@3.0V Supply 

@ 5.0V 
@ 3.0V 4.0 4.8 4.0 4.8 

+70 -40 +85 

Units 

g 
)/o of FS 
degrees 

% 

mV/g 

% 

g 
V 

mV/"C 
Ing/"C 

g/ JHz  

Hz 
Hz 

V 
mV/OK 

V 
mV/"C 
A 

V 

V 

V 
V 

PA 

mS 
mS 

V 
mA 
mA 

OC 

' Guaranteed by measurement of initial offset and sensitivity. The device operates over a 3.0V to 5.25V supply range. Please note that sensitivity 
and zero g bias level will be slightly different at 3.0V operation. For devices to be 
operated at 3.0V in production, they can be trimmed at the factory specifically for 
this lower supply voltage operation, in which case the sensitivity and zero g bias 
level specifications on this page will be met. Please contact the factory for specially 

Alignment error is specified as the angle between the true and indicated axis of 

Transverse sensitivity is the algebraic sum of the alignment and the inherent 
sensitivity. 

sensitivitv errors. 
~, ~ trimmed devices for low supply voltage operation 

~~ ~ 

External circuitry is required to extend the 3dEi bandwidth (ref. Application Note: 
AN-00MX-003) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 
Supply Voltage (Voo, VDA) ..................... -0.5 to +7.0V 
Storage Temperature ..................... .-65"C to +150"C 
Acceleration .......................................... ..50,000 g 

Pin 
1 
2 

*Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent 
damage to the device. This is a stress rating only; the functional operation of the 
device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating 
conditions for extendcd periods may affect device reliability. 

Name Description 
ToUT Temperature (Analog Voltage) 
Anrrrv Y-Axis Acceleration Signal 

Package Characteristics 

Model 
MXR23 12GL 
MXR23 12ML 

Package I e J A  I €IJc I Device Weight 
LCC-8 I IIOWW I 2 2 ~ ~  I < I gram 

Package Style Temperature Range 
LCC - 8 0 to 70°C 
LCC - 8 -40 to 85°C 

All parts are shipped in tape and reel packaging. 
Caution: ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. 

i +g 
w b = dI  

I I I  
Y +g I 

Top View 

Note: The MEMSIC logo's arrow indicates the +X sensing 
direction of the device. The +Y sensing direction is rotated 90° 
away from the +X direction following the right-hand rule. Small 
circle indicates pin one( 1). 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
The MEMSIC device is a complete dual-axis acceleration 
measurement system fabricated on a monolithic CMOS IC 
process. The device operation is based on heat transfer by 
natural convection and operates like other accelerometers 
having a proof mass. The stationary element, or 'proof 
mass', in the MEMSIC sensor is a gas. 

A single heat source, centered in the silicon chip is 
suspended across a cavity. Equally spaced 
aluminudpolysilicon thermopiles (groups of 
thermocouples) are located equidistantly on all four sides of 
the heat source (dual axis). Under zero acceleration, a 
temperature gradient is symmetrical about the heat source, 
so that the temperature is the same at all four thermopiles, 
causing them to output the same voltage. 

Acceleration in any direction will disturb the temperature 
profile, due to free convection heat transfer, causing it to be 
asymmetrical. The temperature, and hence voltage output 
of the four thermopiles will then be different. The 
differential voltage at the thermopile outputs is directly 
proportional to the acceleration. There are two identical 
acceleration signal paths on the accelerometer, one to 
measure acceleration in the x-axis and one to measure 
acceleration in the y-axis. Please visit the MEMSIC 
website at www.memsic.com for a pictureigraphic 
description of the free convection heat transfer principle. 
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MXR2312GL/ML PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
V D D  - This is the supply input for the digital circuits and 
the sensor heater in the accelerometer. The DC voltage 
should be between 3.0 and 5.25 volts. Refer to the section 
on PCB layout and fabrication suggestions for guidance on 
external parts and connections recommended. 

0.000 

VDA - This is the power supply input for the analog 
amplifiers in the accelerometer. Refer to the section on 
PCB layout and fabrication suggestions for guidance on 
external parts and connections recommended. 

17.45 

Gnd - This is the ground pin for the accelerometer. 

Aomx - This pin is the output of the x-axis acceleration 
sensor. The user should ensure the load impedance is 
sufficiently high as to not sourceisink >lOOpA. While the 
sensitivity of this axis has been programmed at the factory 
to be the same as the sensitivity for the y-axis, the 
accelerometer can be programmed for non-equal 
sensitivities on the x- and y-axes. Contact the factory for 
additional information on this feature. 

Aoun -This pin is the output of the y-axis acceleration 
sensor. The user should ensure the load impedance is 
sufficiently high as to not sourceisink >loo@. While the 
sensitivity of this axis has been programmed at the factory 
to be the same as the sensitivity for the x-axis, the 
accelerometer can be programmed for non-equal 
sensitivities on the x- and y-axes. Contact the factory for 
additional information on this feature. 

Torrr - This pin is the buffered output of the temperature 
sensor. The analog voltage at ToUT is an indication of the 
die temperature. This voltage is useful as a differential 
measurement of temperature from ambient and not as an 
absolute measurement of temperature 

Sck - The standard product is delivered with an internal 
clock option (8OOkHz). This pin should be grounded 
when operating with the internal clock. An external 
clock option can be special ordered from the factory 
allowing the user to input a clock signal between 400kHz 
and 1.6MHz. 

Vref - A reference voltage is available from this pin. It is 
set at 2.50V typical and has lOOpA of drive capability. 

DISCUSSION OF TILT APPLICATIONS AND 
RESOLUTION 
Tilt Applications: One of the most popular applications of 
the MEMSIC accelerometer product line is in 
tilthnclination measurement. An accelerometer uses the 
force of gravity as an input to determine the inclination 
angle of an object. 

A MEMSIC accelerometer is most sensitive to changes in 
position, or tilt, when the accelerometer's sensitive axis is 
perpendicular to the force of gravity, or parallel to the 
Earth's surface. Similarly, when the accelerometer's axis is 
parallel to the force of gravity (perpendicular to the Earth's 
surface), it is least sensitive to changes in tilt. 

Table 1 and Figure 2 help illustrate the output changes in 
the X- and Y-axes as the unit is tilted from +90" to 0". 
Notice that when one axis has a small change in output per 
degree of tilt (in mg), the second axis has a large change in 
output per degree of tilt. The complementary nature of 
these two signals permits low cost accurate tilt sensing to 
be achieved with the MEMSIC device (reference 
application note AN-00MX-007). 

gravity 

Top View 

Figure 2: Accelerometer Position Relative to Gravity 

X-Axis 
Orientation 
To Earth's 
Surface 
(deg.) 

90 
85 
80 
70 
60 
45 
30 
20 
10 
5 
0 

7 

X- 

x output 
(SI 

1.000 
0.996 
0.985 
0.940 
0.866 
0.707 
0.500 
0.342 
0.174 
0.087 

tis 

Change 
per deg. 

of tilt 

0.15 
1.37 
2.88 
5.86 
8.59 

12.23 
15.04 
16.35 
17.16 
17.37 

0 

Y-, 

Y output 
(S) 

0.000 
0.087 
0.174 
0.342 
0.500 
0.707 
0.866 
0.940 
0.985 
0.996 
1 .ooo 

. and Y-Axes 

cis 

Change 
per deg. 

of tilt 

17.45 
17.37 
17.16 
16.35 
15.04 
12.23 
8.59 
5.86 
2.88 
1.37 
0.15 

0 

Resolution: The accelerometer resolution is limited by 
noise. The output noise will vary with the measurement 
bandwidth. With the reduction of the bandwidth, by 
applying an external low pass filter, the output noise drops. 
Reduction of bandwidth will improve the signal to noise 
ratio and the resolution. The output noise scales directly 
with the square root of the measurement bandwidth. The 
maximum amplitude of the noise, its peak- to- peak value, 
approximately defines the worst case resolution of the 
measurement. With a simple RC low pass filter, the rms 
noise is calculated as follows: 

Noise (mg rms) = Noise(mgl& ) * ,/(Ban&idth(Hz) * 1.6) 
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The peak-to-peak noise is approximately equal to 6.6 times 
therms value (for an average uncertainty of 0.1%). 

EXTERNAL FILTERS 
AC Coupling: For applications where only dynamic 
accelerations (vibration) are to he measured, it is 
recommended to ac couple the accelerometer output as 
shown in Figure 3. The advantage of ac coupling is that 
variations from part to paxi of zero g offset and zero g 
offset versus temperature can be eliminated. Figure 3 is a 
HPF (high pass filter) with a -3dB breakpoint given by the 
equation: f =Xflc . In many applications it may be 

desirable to have the HPF -3dB point at a very low 
frequency in order to detect very low frequency 
accelerations. Sometimes the implementation of this HPF 
may result in unreasonably large capacitors, and the 
designer must hun to digital implementations of HPFs 
where very low frequency -3dB breakpoints can be 
achieved. 

Low Pass Filter: An external low pass filter is useful in 
low frequency applications such as tilt or inclination. The 
low pass filter limits the noise floor and improves the 
resolution of the accelerometer. When designing with 
MEMSIC ratiometric output accelerometers (MXRnxx 
series), it is highly recommended that an external, 20 Hz 
low pass mter be used to eliminate internally generated 
periodic noise that is coupled to the output of the 
accelerometer. The low pass filter shown in Figure 4 has a 
-3dB breakpoint given by the equation: f = gRC . For 

the 200 Hz ratiometric output device filter, C=0.2pF and 
R=39kn, f5%, 1/8W. 

%UTX 
I 
I 
I 0 Filtered 

' R  Aoun- - .  I 
output I 

I 
I 

USING THE ACCELEROMETER IN VERY LOW 
POWER APPLICATIONS (BATTERY OPERATION) 
In applications with power limitations, power cycling can 
be used to extend the battery operating life. One important 
consideration when power cycling is that the accelerometer 
turn on time limits the frequency bandwidth of the 
accelerations to be measured. For example, operating at 
3.0V the turn on time is 40mS. To double the operating 
time, a particular application may cycle power ON for 
40mS, then OFF for 40mS, resulting in a measurement 
period of SOmS, or a frequency of 12.5Hz. With a 
frequency of measurements of 12.5Hz. accelerations 
changes as high as 6.25Hz can be detected. Power cycling 
can be used effectively in many inclinnmetry applications, 
where inclination changes can be slow and infrequent. 

POWER SUPPLY NOISE REJECTION 
Two capacitors and a resistor are recommended for best 
rejection of power supply noise (reference Figure 5 below). 
The capacitors should be located as close as possible to the 
device supply pins (VDA, VDo). The capacitor lead length 
should be as short as possible, and surface mount capacitors 
are preferred. For typical applications, capacitors C1 and 
C2 can be ceramic 0.1 pF, and the resistor R can be IO n. 
In 5V applications where power consumption is not a 
concern, maximum supply noise rejection can be obtained 
by significantly increasing the values of CI, C2 and R. For 
example, CI = C2 = 0.47 pF and R = 270 Sl will virtually 
eliminate power supply noise effects. 

v SUPPLY 

P 

VDA VDD 

MEMSIC 
Aco818mmBt0, 

I 
'igure 5: Power Supply Noise Rejection 
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PCB LAYOUT AND FABRlCATION SUGGESTIONS 
1 .  The Sck pin should be grounded to minimize noise. 
2.  Liberal use of ceramic bypass capacitors is 

recommended. thick as possible. 
3.  Robust low inductance ground wiring should be used. 
4. Care should be taken to ensure there is “thermal 

symmetry” on the PCB immediately surrounding the 
MEMSIC device and that there is no significant heat 
source nearby. 

5. A metal ground plane should be added directly beneath 
the MEMSIC device. The size of the plane should be 
similar to the MEMSIC device’s footprint and be as 

Vias can be added symmetrically around the ground 
plane. Vias increase thermal isolation of the device 
from the rest of the PCB. 

6. 

LCC-8 PACKAGE DRAWING 

4 80SQ 

5 0 0 S Q f 0 . 1  
_I 

0.40 R i Y P  / 4’  

1 1 4 - t O l O  ~ 

(METALLIZED) 
~, ~ . 

.- TI ~ 0 . 3 0 X 4 5 D e y e e  

ID FOR PIN 1 

0 2 0  R REF. 
____7 

NOTES : 1.UNIT. mm: 

2.LID GROUNDED 

I XTOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. 

WITHIN +/-0 20 

Fig 6: Hermetically Sealed Package Outline 



Dual Axis, Low g, 
Fully Integrated-- 
Accelerometers 
By Harvey Weinberg 
The ADXLZ02 is the newest low-g ( i 2  g), dual-axis, surface- 
micromachined accelerometer from Analog Devices. Building on 
experience gained in manufacturing millions of iMEMS’ 
accelerometers in the past six years, the ADZ202  is the world‘s 
first commercial dual axis, surface micromachined accelerometer 
to combine low-g sensing with lowest power, lowest noise, and 
digital outputs-all on a single silicon chip. 

Surface micromachining, first commercialized with the 
ADXL50, allows for integration of the acceleration sensor with 
all signal conditioning electronics-tight integration of the sensor 
and its signal conditioning is what has made this impressive 
performance possible. 

Lower cost was a major driver in the ADXL202 design effort. 
Integrating two axes resulted in a sigmiicant cost reduction per 
axis. In addition, while the ADXL50, ADXLI50, and ADXL250 
can be thought of as “acceleration to volts” transducers, the 
ADXL202 adds a Pulsewidth Modulated (PWM) digital output 
capability as well. Since most accelerometera will interface with a 
microcontroller, a PWM output obviates the need for an A to D 
converter, further driving down the user’s total system cost. 

Ssnrorstruclure 
As with all of our accelerometer products, the sensor element is a 
differential capacitor whose output is proportional to acceleration 
(basic sensor information can be seen in Analog Dialogue 27-2, 
1993,andAnalogDidogue 30-4,1996). Since device performance 
is so dependent on sensor design, a brief explanation of some of 
the key factors in beam design is appropriate. 

The beam is made up of many interdigitated fingers. Each set of 
fmgers can be visualized as shown in Figure 1. The differential 
capacitance of each fmger is proportional to the overlapping area 
between the fixed outer plates and the moving finger, and the 
displacement of the moving finger. Clearly these are very small 
capacitors, and in order to reduce noise and increase resolution 
we need as large a differential capacitance as practical. 

Figure 1. Beam Dimensions for a Single Finger 

The capacitor area is limited by the 2-mcron height--fixed by 
process technology, while the (125-micron) overlap is adjustable 
to some extent However longer fingers are not desirable for several 
reasons. Longer fingers are harder to manufacture and increased 
beam size translates to more expensive parts. 

The movement of the beam is controlled by the polydicon springs 
holding the beam. These springs and the beam’s mass obey the 
same laws of physics we learned in lngh school.The force Q on a 
mass (m) subject to acceleration (a),accordmg to Newton’s Second 
Law, is F = m a, and the deflection (x) of a restraining spring 
(obeying Hooke’s Law) is p r ~ p d ~ ~ l  to the applied force, F = k x, 

and  
x = (mik) a 

The only two parameters under our control are the spring stifiness, 
or spring constant, (k), and mass (m). Reducing the spring constant 
seems like an easy way to improve beam sensitivitg. But as usual, 
nothing comes for free. The resonant frequency of the beam is 
proportional to the spnng constant, and the accelerometer must 
operate at frequencies below the resonant frequency. In addition, 
higherspnngconstan~ make for more Ngged beams (higher shock 
survivability). So if we would like to keep the spring constant as 
high as possible the only parameter left to change is mass. 

Addmg mass normally imphes a larger sensor area, resulting in 
more expensive parts, since the only way to add mass it to make 
the beam larger. In the ADXL202 a novel beam smcture was 
invented, as shown m Figure 2. Rather than using two discrete 
beams placed orthogonally as in the ADXL250 (Andog fialogue 
30-4, 1996, page 5, Figure 5), the f n g m  that constitute the X 
and Y axis vanable capacitors are integrated along the sides of a 
single square beam.This results in a reduction of the overall sensor 
area, yet the larger common beam mass enhances the resolution 
of the ADXL202. A spring suspension system, shown in Figure 3, 
situated in the corners of the beam, was designed to minimize 
cross-axis sensitivity (Le., with acceleration along one am, any 
tendency toward motion or outputs in the orthogonal direction 
is suppressed). 

Figure 2. ADXL202 Beam Structure. 
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Figure 3. Detail of One Comer of the ADXL202 Beam show- 
ing springs. 

circuiikchltrctvra 
The drcuit architecnue (shown in Figure 4) of the ADXL.202 is 
similar to the ADXL250 up to the demodulator. The 6xed outer 
plates are driven with quare waves that are 180 degrees out of 
phase.Whenthemwsblefingers(andhencethebeam) arecentered 
between the f w d  outer plates, both sides of the differential 
capacitor have equal capaatance and the ac voltage on the beam 
is zero. However, if the beam is displaced due to an applied 
acceleration, the differential capacitance will be unbalanced and 
an ac voltage of amplitude pmportiooal to the displacement of 
the beam will result. 

Figure 4. ADXL202 Circuit Architecture. 

This ac voltage is amplified and then demodulated by a 
synchronous demodulator.The output of the demodulator drives 
the duty cycle modulator through a 32-kQ resistor. Here a pin is 
available on each channel to allow the user to set the bandwidth 
by adding two external capacitors (one per channel) creating a 
simple first-order RC low pass filter.The low pass filtered signal 
is converted to a PWM signal by the duty cycle modulator. The 
period of the PWM output may be set 6um 0.5 to 10 m, using a 
single resistor. 

PehmmcendllDplealiolr 
Just as it was unpossible 25 years ago to predin where low-cost 
lasera would tum up, today it‘s diI%lcult m imagine the large number 
of applicanons where low-cost accelerometers will be used. The 
ADXL202 bre~somsnyperformanceus.stbarriersthat~t 
of its really successful applications are not classically 
“accelerometer“ (literally “acceleration-meamrimf) applications. 
Theya~nowbdngusedincaralarms,mnchinehealthmonitoring, 
joystick% game pads, and other computer input devices. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the ADXL202 is the lowest 
noise dualaxis surface mcromachined accelemmeminpmducIion 
today. With its typical noise density of 500 6, it is possible 
to resolve indinanons of better than f lo of tilt at bandwidths of 
up to 50 Hz. The high-resolution (approximately 14-bit) duty- 
cycle modulator allows usen to take advantage oftheADXL202’s 
capabilities m low cost systems. These capabilities have opened 
the door to several other non-uaditional applications, such as car 
alarms (where they are used to sense jacking-np or mwing) and 
automatic machine leveling. 

supprt Todr 
Extensive support tools are available for designm.The hardware 
tools available are a simple evaluation PCB with an ADXL.202 in 
its minimum circuit configuration (part number ADXUWEB), 
and the ADU02EB-232, a complete 2-axis data acquisition 
system that interfaces to a PC. primsrily targeted at designers who 
need to M y  understand how acceleradoa measurement will enable 
their application or product, the ADXL202EB-232 indudes 
software for viewing accelerometer signah and data logging. 
TheADXL202 Inferactive Designer is anEXceMnsed spreadsheet 
model that takes the user through the design process of selecting 
ADXL.202 componmts and defining software parameters for 
microcontroller interface. The spreadsheet outputs component 
values and information about the resolution, bandwidth and 
acquisition rate of your design. It is available h e  at the Web site 
listed below. 

Also wailable at &at site are several hardware and software 
reference designs, highlighting differmt interface tedmiques and 
a variety of application notes. Each reference design includes 
flow charts and source code for various popular micro- 
conmllers, as well ns a description of where each data acquisition 
method is appropriate. These documents can be found at 
h t t p J k e . -  AD=-*. 



Appendix B - MEMS Gyroscopes 

Datasheets: 
A. ADXRS300 +30O0/sec Single Chip Yaw Rate Gyro with Signal Conditioning 

by Analog Devices 

Further Information: 
B. New iMEMS@ Angular-Rate-Sensing Gyroscope by John Green et. al. 

(from Analog Dialogue 37-03) 



ANALOG 0 DEVICES 
23OO0/s Single Chip Yaw Rate 
Gyro with Signal Conditioning 

ADXRS300 I 
FEATURES 
Complete rate gyroscope on a single chip 
Z-axis (yaw rate) response 
High vibration rejection over wide frequency 
2000 g powered shock survivability 
Self-test on digital command 
Temperature sensor output 
Precision voltage reference output 
Absolute rate output for precision applications 
5 V single-supply operation 
Ultrasmall and light (e 0.15 cc, c 0.5 gram) 

APPLICATIONS 
Vehicle chassis rollover sensing 
Inertial measurement units 
Platform stabilization 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The ADXRS300 is a complete angular rate sensor (gyroscope) 
that uses Analog Devices’ surface-micromachining process to 
make a functionally complete and low cost angular rate sensor 
integrated with all of the required electronics on one chip. The 
manufacturing technique for this device is the same high 
volume BIMOS process used for high reliability automotive 
airbag accelerometers. 

The output signal, RATEOUT (lB, 2A), is a voltage proportional 
to angular rate about the axis normal to the top surface of the 
package (see Figure 4). A single external resistor can be used to 
lower the scale factor. An external capacitor is used to set the 
bandwidth. Other external capacitors are required for operation 
(see Figure 5). 

A precision reference and a temperature output are also 
provided for compensation techniques. Two digital self-test 
inputs electromechanically excite the sensor to test proper 
operation of both sensors and the signal conditioning circuits. 
The ADXRS300 is available in a 7 mm x 7 mm x 3 mm BGA 
chip-scale package. 

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Figure 1. 
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ADXRS300 

SPEC I F I CAT1 0 NS 
@TA = 25°C Vs = 5 V, Angular Rate = O"/s, Bandwidth = 80 Hz (COU~ = 0.01 pF), +lg, unless otherwise noted. 

Table 1. 

Parameter 
SENSITIVITY 

Dynamic Range* 
Initial 
Over Temperature3 
Nonlinearity 

Initial Null 
Over Temperature3 
Turn-On Time 
Linear Acceleration Effect 

NULL 

Voltage Sensitivity 
NOISE PERFORMANCE 

Rate Noise Density 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

3 dB Bandwidth (User Sele~table)~ 
Sensor Resonant Frequency 

ST1 RATEOUT Response5 
ST2 RATEOUT Responses 
Logic 1 Input Voltage 
Logic 0 Input Voltage 

SELF-TEST INPUTS 

Input Impedance 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

VOUT at 298°K 
Max Current Load on Pin 
Scale Factor 

OUTPUT DRIVE CAPABILITY 
Output Voltage Swing 
Capacitive Load Drive 

2.5 V REFERENCE 
Voltage Value 
Load Drive to Ground 
Load Regulation 
Power Supply Rejection 
Temperature Drift 

Operating Voltage Range 
Quiescent SUDDIV Current 

POWER SUPPLY 

TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Specified Performance Grade A 

Conditions 
Clockwise rotation is positive output 
Full-scale range over specifications range 
@25T 
Vs = 4.75 V to 5.25 V 
Best fit straight line 

Vs = 4.75 V to 5.25 V 
Power on to +%O/s of final 
Any axis 
Vcc = 4.75 V to 5.25 V 

@25T 

22 nF as comp cap (see the Setting Bandwidth section) 

ST1 pin from Logic 0 to 1 
ST2 pin from Logic 0 to 1 
Standard high logic level definition 
Standard low logic level definition 
To common 

Source to common 
Proportional to absolute temperature 

Source 
0 < [OUT < 200 PA 
4.75 Vs to 5.25 Vs 
Delta from 25°C 

Temperature tested to max and min specifications 

ADXRS300ABG 
Min' TYD Max' 

2300 
4.6 5 5.4 
4.6 5 5.4 

0.1 

2.3 2.50 2.7 
2.3 2.7 

35 
0.2 
1 

0.1 

40 
14 

-150 -270 -450 
+150 +270 +450 
3.3 

1.7 
50 

~ ~~ 

2.50 

8.4 
50 

VS - 0.25 0.25 
1000 

2.45 2.5 2.55 
200 
5.0 
1 .o 
5.0 

4.75 5.00 5.25 
6.0 8.0 

-40 +85 

Unit 

O I S  

mVPls 
mVPls 
% of FS 

V 
V 
ms 
"lslg 
"IsN 

"/s/l/Hz 

Hz 
kHz 

mV 
mV 
V 
V 
kn 

V 
PA 
mV1"K 

V 

PF 

V 

PA 
mV/mA 
mVN 
mV 

V 
mA 

"C 

' All minimum and maximum specifications are guaranteed. Typical specifications are not tested or guaranteed. 
Dynamic range is the maximum full-scale measurement range possible, including output swing range, initial offset, sensitivity, offset drift, and sensitivity drift a t  
5 Vsupplies. 
Specification refers to the maximum extent of this parameter as a worst-case value of TIIN or TIAX. 
Frequencyat which response is  3 dB down from dc response with specified compensation capacitor value. Internal pole forming resistor is  180 kn. See the Setting 
Bandwidth section. 
Self-test response varies with temperature. See the Self-Test Function section for details. 
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1 ADXRS300 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
RATE SENSITIVE AXIS Table 2. 

Parameter Rating 

2000 g 

This is a Z-axis rate-sensing device that is also called a yaw rate 
sensing device. It produces a positive going output voltage for 
clockwise rotation about the axis normal to the package top, i.e., 
clockwise when looking down at the package lid. 

Acceleration (Any Axis, Powered, 0.5 ms) 
-0.3 V to +6.0 V 

Output Short-circuit Duration lndefininte 
(Any Pin to Common) 

ODeratina TemDerature Ranae I -55°C to +125"C RATE RATEOUT 
AXIS 

LONGITUDINAL 

.* 

- .  < 

Storage Temperature -65°C to +150"C 

7 
RATE IN Stresses above those listed under the Absolute Maximum 

Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a 

any other conditions above those indicated in the operational 

AI 0.2% 

GND 
stress rating only; functional operation of the device at these or LATERAL AXIS 

section of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect 
device reliability. 

Applications requiring more than 200 cycles to MIL-STD-883 
Method 1010 Condition B (-55OC to +125"C) require underfill 
or other means to achieve this requirement. 

Drops onto hard surfaces can cause shocks of greater than 
2000 g and exceed the absolute maximum rating of the device. 
Care should be exercised in handling to avoid damage. 

Figure 2. RATEOUTSignal lncreases wirh Clockwise Rotation 

ESD CAUTION 
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. Electrostatic charges as high as 4000 V readily accumulate on the 
human body and test equipment and can discharge without detection. Although this product features 
proprietary ESD protection circuitry, permanent damage may occur on devices subjected to high energy 
electrostatic discharges. Therefore, proper ESD precautions are recommended to avoid performance 
degradation or loss of functionality. 
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ADXRS300 1 
PIN CONFIGURATION AND FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 

PGND \ PDD CP5 cP3 / 

\ 

STI 

ST2 

TEMP 

Table 3. Pin Function Descriptions 
Pin No. 
6D, 7D 
6 4  7B 
6C, 7C 
SA, SB 
4A, 4B 
3A, 38 
lB,2A 
lC, 2c 
1 D, 2D 
1 E, 2E 
1 F, 2G 
3F, 3G 
4F, 4G 
SF, 5G 
6G, 7F 
6E, 7E 

\ , 

000 b%oodd 
00 

00 O0 @ + 00 
00 00 
0 000 q 
,oooos\o d 

I /  \ x FATEOUT 
/ 

AGNO 
2.5V CMlD SUMJ 

G F E D C B A  

Figure 3.32-Lead BGA (Bottom View) 

:P4 

/ 
7 

6 

CP1 5 

CP2 4 

AVCC 3 

2 

1 

Mnemonic 
CPS 
CP4 
CP3 
CP1 
CP2 
AVCC 
RATEOUT 
SUMJ 
CMlD 
2.5V 
AGND 
TEMP 
ST2 
ST1 
PGND 
PDD 

Description 
HV Filter Capacitor-47 nF 
Charge Pump Capacitor-22 nF 
Charge Pump Capacitor-22 nF 
Charge Pump Capacitor-22 nF 
Charge Pump Capacitor-22 nF 
+Analog Supply 
Rate Signal Output 
Output Amp Summing Junction 
HF Filter Capacitor-100 nF 
2.5 V Precision Reference 
Analog Supply Return 
Temperature Voltage Output 
Self-Test for Sensor 2 
Self-Test for Sensor 1 
Charge Pump Supply Return 
+Charge Pump Supply 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

1 ADXRS300 

The ADXRS300 operates on the principle of a resonator gyro. 
Two polysilicon sensing structures each contain a dither frame, 
which is electrostatically driven to resonance. This produces the 
necessary velocity element to produce a Coriolis force during 
angular rate. At two of the outer extremes of each frame, 
orthogonal to the dither motion, are movable fingers that are 
placed between futed pickoff fingers to form a capacitive pickoff 
structure that senses Coriolis motion. The resulting signal is fed 
to a series of gain and demodulation stages that produce the 
electrical rate signal output. The dual-sensor design rejects 
external g-forces and vibration. Fabricating the sensor with the 
signal conditioning electronics preserves signal integrity in 
noisy environments. 

The electrostatic resonator requires 14 V to 16 V for operation. 
Since only 5 V is typically available in most applications, a 
charge pump is included on-chip. If an external 14 V to 16 V 
supply is available, the two capacitors on CP1-CP4 can be 
omitted and this supply can be connected to CP5 (Pin 7D) with 
a 100 nF decoupling capacitor in place of the 47 nF. 

After the demodulation stage, there is a single-pole low-pass 
filter consisting of an internal 7 k n  resistor (&EN,) and an 
external user-supplied capacitor (CMID). A CMID capacitor of 
100 nF sets a 400 Hz +3 5% low-pass pole and is used to limit 
high frequency artifacts before final amplification. The band- 
width limit capacitor, COW sets the pass bandwidth (see Figure 5 
and the Setting Bandwidth section). 

SV 
0- *TEMP 

I .@ 

COUT 22nF 

SUPPLY AND COMMON CONSIDERATIONS 
Only power supplies used for supplying analog circuits are 
recommended for powering the ADXRS300. High frequency 
noise and transients associated with digital circuit supplies may 
have adverse effects on device operation. 

Figure 4 shows the recommended connections for the ADXRS300 
where both AVCC and PDD have a separate decoupling capacitor. 
These should be placed as close to the their respective pins as 
possible before routing to the system analog supply. This mini- 
mizes the noise injected by the charge pump that uses the PDD 
supply. 

It is also recommended to place the charge pump capacitors 
connected to the CP1-CP4 pins as close to the part as possible. 
These capacitors are used to produce the on-chip high voltage 
supply switched at the dither frequency at approximately 
14 kHz. Care should be taken to ensure that there is no more 
than 50 pF of stray capacitance between CP1-CP4 and ground. 
Surface-mount chip capacitors are suitable as long as they are 
rated for over 15 V. 

100nF COUT 

- .. - 
IOOnF 

Figure 5. Block Diagram with External Components 

NOTE THAT INNER ROWSICOLUMNS OF PINS HAVE BEEN OMITTED 
FOR CLARITY BUT SHOULD BE CONNECTED IN THE APPLICATION. 

Figure 4. Example Application Circuit (Top View) 
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ADXRS300 

SETTING BANDWIDTH 
External capacitors CMID and COUI are used in combination 
with on-chip resistors to create two low-pass filters to limit the 
bandwidth of the ADXRS300’s rate response. The -3 dB 
frequency set by ROUT and COUT is 

and can be well controlled since Row has been trimmed during 
manufacturing to be 180 k n  ? 1%. Any external resistor applied 
between the RATEOUT (lB, 2A) and SUMJ (IC, 2C) pins 
results in 

ROUT = ()@I kn x R ,  / 180 kC2 x R ,  

The -3 dB frequency is set by RSEN (the parallel combination 
of &EN1 and &ENZ) at about 3.5 kn nominal; CMID is less well 
controlled since RSENI and &EN2 have been used to trim the rate 
sensitivity during manufacturing and have a +35% tolerance. Its 
primary purpose is to limit the high frequency demodulation 
artifacts from saturating the final amplifier stage. Thus, this pole 
of nominally 400 Hz @ 0.1 pF need not be precise. Lower 
frequency is preferable, but its variability usually requires it to 
be about 10 times greater (in order to preserve phase integrity) 
than the well-controlled output pole. In general, both -3 dB 
filter frequencies should be set as low as possible to reduce the 
amplitude of these high frequency artifacts and to reduce the 
overall system noise. 

INCREASING MEASUREMENT RANGE 
The full-scale measurement range of the ADXRS300 can be 
increased by placing an external resistor between the RATEOUT 
(lB, 2A) and SUMJ (lC, 2C) pins, which would parallel the 
internal ROW resistor that is factory-trimmed to 180 kn. For 
example, a 330 kQ external resistor will give -50% increase in 
the full-scale range. This is effective for up to a 4x increase in 
the full-scale range (minimum value of the parallel resistor 
allowed is 45 kn). Beyond this amount of external sensitivity 
reduction, the internal circuitry headroom requirements 
prevent further increase in the linear full-scale output range. 
The drawbacks of modifymg the full-scale range are the 
additional output null drift (as much as 2”/sec over temperature) 
and the readjustment of the initial null bias (see the Null Adjust 
section). 

USING THE ADXRS300 WITH A SUPPLY- 
RATIOMETRIC ADC 
The ADXRS300’s RATEOUT signal is nonratiometric, i.e., 
neither the null voltage nor the rate sensitivity is proportional to 
the supply. Rather they are nominally constant for dc supply 
changes within the 4.75 V to 5.25 V operating range. If the 
ADXRS300 is used with a supply-ratiometric ADC, the 
ADXRS300’s 2.5 V output can be converted and used to make 
corrections in software for the supply variations. 

NULL ADJUST 
Null adjustment is possible by injecting a suitable current to 
SUMJ (lC, 2C). Adding a suitable resistor to either ground or to 
the positive supply is a simple way of achieving this. The 
nominal 2.5 V null is for a symmetrical swing range at 
RATEOUT ( lB,  2A). However, a nonsymmetric output swing 
may be suitable in some applications. Note that if a resistor is 
connected to the positive supply, then supply disturbances may 
reflect some null instabilities. Digital supply noise should be 
avoided, particularly in this case (see the Supply and Common 
Considerations section). 

The resistor value to use is approximately 

VNULLO is the unadjusted zero rate output, and VNULU is the target 
null value. If the initial value is below the desired value, the 
resistor should terminate on common or ground. If it is above 
the desired value, the resistor should terminate on the 5 V 
supply. Values are typically in the 1 M a  to 5 M n  range. 

If an external resistor is used across RATEOUT and SUM], then 
the parallel equivalent value is substituted into the preceding 
equation. Note that the resistor value is an estimate since it 
assumes VCC = 5.0 V and VSUMJ = 2.5 V. 

SELF-TEST FUNCTION 
The ADXRS300 includes a self-test feature that actuates each of 
the sensing structures and associated electronics in the same 
manner as if subjected to angular rate. It is activated by standard 
logic high levels applied to inputs ST1 (5F, 5G), ST2 (4F, 4G), or 
both. ST1 causes a voltage at RATEOUT equivalent to typically 
-270 mV, and ST2 causes an opposite +270 mV change. The 
self-test response follows the viscosity temperature dependence 
of the package atmosphere, approximately 0.25%1°C. 

Activating both ST1 and ST2 simultaneously is not damaging. 
Since ST1 and ST2 are not necessarily closely matched, 
actuating both simultaneously may result in an apparent null 
bias shift. 

CONTINUOUS SELF-TEST 
The one-chip integration of the ADXRS300 gives it higher 
reliability than is obtainable with any other high volume 
manufacturing method. Also, it is manufactured under a mature 
BIMOS process that has field-proven reliability. As an additional 
failure detection measure, power-on self-test can be performed. 
However, some applications may warrant continuous self-test 
while sensing rate. Application notes outlining continuous self- 
test techniques are also available on the Analog Devices website. 
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I ADXRS300 I 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 

I_ 7.00 BSC SQ 4 

INDICATOR 

TOP VIEW 

AI  CORNER 

INDEX AREA7 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1  

DETAIL A 

0.15 MAX 
COPLANARITY 

0.60 SEATING 

0.50 
BALL DIAMETER 

BSC - 0.55 PLANE 

Figure 6.32-Lead Chip Scale Ball Grid Array [CSPBGAI 

Dimensions shown in millimeters 
(BC-32) 

ORDERING GUIDE 
Model Temperature Range Package Description Package Outline 
ADXRUOOABG -40°C to +85T 32-Lead BGA BC-32 
ADXRS300ABG-Reel -40°C to +85"C 32-Lead BGA BC-32 
ADXRS300EB Evaluation Board 

ANALOG w w w . a n a l o g . c o m  
DEVICES 

0 2004 Analog Devices, Inc. All rights reserved. Trademarks and 
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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New iMEMS" Angular- 
Rate-Sensing Gyroscope 
by John Geen ~ohn.geen@analog.com] and 
David Krakauer [david.krakauer@analog.com] 
AD1 Micromachined Products Division 

INTRODUCllON 
The newADXRS150 and ADXRS300 gyros from Analog Devices, 
with full-scale ranges of 150% and 3OO0/s, represent a quantum 
jump in gyro technology. The first commercially available 
surface-micromachined angular rate sensors with integrated 
electronics, they are smaller-with lower power consumption, 
and better immunity m shock and vibration-than any gyros 
having comparable functionality. This genuine breakthrough is 
possible onlybecause of the Analog Devicesproprietary mcegmred 
mim elecm-mechmrical system ( i E M S )  process, proven by use 
in millions of automotive accelmmeters. 

Roduct DerellpUon 
Gyroscopes are used to measure angular ra-how quickly an 
object turns. The rotation is typically measured in reference to 
one of three axes: yaw, pitch, or roll. 
Figure 1 shows a diagram representing each axis of sensitivity 
relative to a package mounted to a 0at surface. A gyroscope with 
one axis of sensitivity can also be used to measure other axes by 
mounthgthegyro&rently, asshownintheright-hand&~m. 
Here, a yaw-axis gyro, such as the ADXR.5150 orADXR.5300, is 
mounted on its side so that the yaw axis becomes the roll axis. 

A YAW AXIS 

Figure 1. Gyro axes of rotational sensitiv.@. Depending on 
how a gym normally sits, its primary axis of sensitivity can 
be one of the three axes of motion: yaw, pitch, or roll. The 
ADXRSl50 and ADXRSJOO are yawaxis gyros. but they can 
measure rotation about Other axes by appropriate mounting 
orientation. For example, at the right: a yawaxis device is 
positioned to measure roll. 

As an example of how a gyro could be used, a yaw-axis gyro 
mounted on a turntable rotating at 33 1/3 rpm (revolutions per 
minute) would measure a constant rotation of 360" times 33 1/3 
rpm divided by 60 seconds, or 200"/s. The gyro would output 
a voltage proportional m the angular rate, as determined by its 
sensitivity,measuredinmillivoltsper&greepasecond (mV/"/s). 
The full-scale voltage determines how much angular rate can 
be measured, so in the example of the turntable, a gyro would 

need to have a full-scale voltage corresponding to at least 200"/s. 
Full-scale is limited by the available voltage swing dinded by the 
sensitivity. The ADXRS300, for example, with 1.5 V full-scale 
and a sensitivity of 5 mV/"/s, handles a full-scale of 300"/s. The 
ADXRSISO, has a more limited full-scale of 150°/s bur a greater 
sensitivity of 12.5 mV/"/s. 
One practical application is to measure how quickly a car turns by 
mounting a gyro inside the vehicle; if the gyro senses that the car 
is spinning out of control, differential braking engages m bring it 
backintocontrol.Theangularratecanalsobein~gratedovertime 
to determine 
continuity of GPS-based navigation when the satellite signal is 
lost for short periods of time. 

CorldlS AccelOntlon 
Analog Devices' ADXRS gyros measure angular rate by means 
of Coriolis acceleration. The Coriolis effect can be explained as 
follows, starting with Figure 2. Consider yourself standing on 
a rotating pladonn, near the center. Your speed relative to the 
ground is shown as the blue arrow lengths in Figure 2. If you were 
to move to a point near the outer edge ofthe platform, yourspeed 
would increase relative to the ground, as indicated by the longer 
blue arrow. The rate of increase of your tangential speed, caused 
by your radial velocity, is the Codis acceleration (after Gaspard 
G. de Coriolis, 1792-1843-a French mathematician). 
IfRisthean~arrateandrtheradius,thetangential~oatyisnr. 
So, if r changes at speed, y there will be a tangential acceleration 
nu This is half of the Coriolis acceleration. There is another half 
from changing the direction of the radial velocity giving a total of 
2nv (see the Appendix). If you have mass, M, the platform must 
apply a force, ZMnv, m cause that acceleration, and the m a s  
experiences a corresponding reaction force. 

Figure 2. Coriolis acceleration example. A person moving 
northward toward the outer edge of a rotating platform must 
increase the westward speed component (blue arrows) to 
maintain a northbound course. The acceleration required is 
the Coriolis acceleration. 

The ADXRS gyros take advantage of this effect by using a 
resonating mass analogous to the person moving out and in on a 
rotating platform. The mass is micromachined from polysilicon 
and is tethered to a polvsilicon frame so that it can resonate only 
along one direction. 

Analog Dialogue 37-03 (2003) 1 



Figure 3. Demonstration of Coriolis effect in response to a resonating silicon mass suspended inside a fmme 
The orange arrows indicate the force applied to the structure, based on status of the resonating mass. 

. Figure 3 shows that when the resonating mass moves toward the 
outer edge of the rotation, it is accelerated to the right and exerts 
on the frame a reaction force to the left. When it moves toward 
the center of the rotation, it exerts a force to the right, as indicated 
by the orange arrows. 
To measure the Coriolis acceleration, the frame containing the 
resonating mass is tethered to the substrate by springs at 90' 
relative to the resonatingmotion, as shown inFigure 4. This figure 
also shows the Coriolis sense fingers that are used to capacitively 
sense displacement of the frame in response to the force exerted by 
the mass, as descriied further on. If the springs have a stiffness, 
K ,  then the displacement resulting from the reaction force will 
be 2 RvMIK. 

INNER FRAME 

RESONAllNG MASS 

MASS DRIVE OlRECllON 

SPRINGS 

CORIOLIS SENSE FINGERS 

Figure 4. Schematic of the gyro's mechanical structure. 

Figure 5,  which shows the complete structure, demonstrates 
that as the resonating mass moves, and as the surface to which 
the gyro is mounted rotates, the mass and its frame experience 
the Coriolis acceleration and are translated 90' from the 

vibratory movement. As the rate of rotation increases, so does 
the displacement of the mass and the signal derived from the 
corresponding capacitance change. 

It should be noted that the gyro may be placed anywhere on the 
mtatingobjectandatanyangle, solongasitssensingaxisisparaUe1 
to the axis of rotation. The above explanation is intended to give 
an intuitive sense of the function and has been simplified by the 
placement of the gyro. 

Capacltlve Sendng 
ADXRS gyros measure the displacement of the resonating mass 
and its frame due to the Coriolis effect through capacitive sensing 
elements attached to the resonator, as shown in Figures 4,5, and 
6. These elements are silicon beams inter-digitated with two 
sets of stationary silicon beams attached to the substrate, thus 
forming two nominally equal capacitors. Displacement due to 
angular rate induces a differential capacitance in this system. If the 
total capacitance is C and the spacing of the beams is g, then the 
differential capacitanceis 2 RvMCIgK, and is directly proportional 
to the angular rate. The fidelity of this relationship is excellent in 
practice, with nonlinearity less than 0.1%. 

The ADXRS gyro electronics can resolve capacitance changes as 
small as 12 X lo-" farads (12 zeptofarads) from beam deflections 
as small as 0.00016 Angstroms (16 femtometers). The onlywaythis 
can be utilized in a practical device is by situating the electronics, 
including amplifiers and filters, on the same die as the mechanical 
sensor. The differential signal alternates at the resonator frequency 
and can he extracted from the noise by correlation. 

\ 

J 

Figure 5. The  frame and resonating mass are displaced laterally in response to the Coriolis effect. The displacement is deter- 
mined from the change in capacitance between the Coriolis sense fingers on the frame and those attached to the substrate. 
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The% sub atomic displacements are meaningful as the owrage 
positions of the surfaces ofthe beams, wen though the individual 
atoms on the surface are moving randomly by much more. There 
are about IO" atoms on the surfaces of the capacitors, so the 
statistical averaging of their individual motions reduces the 
uncertainty by a factor of IO6. So why can't we do 100 times 
better? The answer is that the impact of the air mokculor causes 
the strucfllre to move-although similarly averaged, their effect is 
far greater1 So why not remove the air? The devicc is not operated 
in a vacuum because it is a very h e ,  thin film weighing only 4 
dcrograms;itsRmures,only 1.7&mnswide,aresuspmdedover 
the silicon subswtc. Air cushions the struc~ure, prevendng it from 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v i o ~ t s h ~ - ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~  
ofa guided M f m m  a havirzer (as demonstrated recently). 

CORIOLIS SENSE FINGERS 

Figure 6. Photograph of mechanical sensor. The ADXRS 
gyros include two structures to enable differential sensing in 
order to reject environmental shock and vibratlon. 

Featurn 
Integration of elecuonics and mechanical elements is a k, 
of products such as the ADXRSISO and ADXRS300, t 
makes possible the smallest size and cost for a given p& 
level. Figure 7 is a photograph of the ADXRS die. 

. .  . .  . . .  

. Photograph of ADXRS &ro die. h inh l i ine  - -  - 
integration of the mechanical mi sensor andthe si, 
conditioning electronics. 
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The ADXRSISO and ADXRS300 are housed in an industry- 
standard package that simplifies u s e d  product development 
and production. The ceramic package-a 32-pin ball grid-array, 
(BGA)-measures 7 mm wide by 7 mm deep by 3 mm tall. It 
is at least 100 nmes smaller than any other gyro having similar 
performance. Besides their small size, these gyros consume 
30 mW, far less power than similar gyros. The combination of 
small size and low power make these products ideally suited 
for consumer applications such as toy robots, scooters, and 
navigation devices. 

lmmunlty bo Shock and ylbntkn 
One ofthe most important concerns fora gyrouser is the device's 
ability to reliably provide an accurate angular rate-output signal- 
even in the presence of environmental shock and vibration. One . 
example of such an application is automotive rollover detection, 
in which a gyro is used to detect whether or mt a car (or SUV) . 
is rolling over. Some rollover events are triggered by an impact 
with another object, such as a curb, that results in a shock to the . 
vehicle. Iftheshocksaturatesthegyrosmsor,andthegymcannot . 
filter it out, then the airbags may not dqloy. Similarly, ifa hump 
in the road results in a shock or vibration that translates into a 
rotational signal, the airbags might deploy when nor needed-a 
considerable safety hazard! 

As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, the ADXRS gyros employ a 
novel approach to angular rate-sensing that makes it possible 
to reject shocks of up to 1,000g-they use two resonators to 
differentially sense signals and reject common-mode external 
accelerations that are unrelated to angular motion. This approach 
is, in part, the reason for the excellent immunity of the ADXRS 
gyros to shock and vibration. The two resonators in Figure 6 
are mechanically independent, and they operate anti-phase. 
As a result, they measure the same magnitude of rotation, but 
give outputs in opposite directions. Therefore, the difference 
between the two sensor signals is used to measure angular rate. 
This cancels non-rotational signals that affect both sensors. 
The signals are combined in the internal hard-wiring ahead 
of the very sensitive preamplifiers. Thus, extreme acceleration 
overloads are largely prevented from reaching the electronics- 
thereby allowing the signal conditioning to preserve the angular 
rate o u m t  durinp large shocks. This scheme reouires that the - -  
two sensors be well-matched, precisely fabricated copies of 
each other. 

SUMMARY 
Analog Devices has used its iMEMS process to achieve a 
breakthrough with the development of the World's first fully 
integrated angular rate sensor. Integration yields a revolution in 
reliability, size, and price. The result is a gym that is suited for a 
muchwider range ofapplications than previouslythoughtpossible 
or affordable. The device's low power and small size will benefit 
small consumer and industrial products that run on batteries, 
such as toys, scooters, and portable instruments. The tremendous 
immunity m shock and vibration benefits automotive and other 
applications that are subject to harsh environmental conditions. 

Looking forward, it is pwible to exploit the iMEMS process and 
gym design techniques to achieve even higher levels ofintegration. 
Just as Analog Devices has developed dual-ads accelerometers, 
it will be possible to produce multi-axis gyroscopes. It will even 
be possible to integrate both accelerometers and gyros on a single 
die. The resulting inertial measurement unit would enable even 
tiny vehicles to be stabilized and navigated autonomously. 0 
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APPENDIX 
Motion in 2 dimensions 
Consider the position coordinate, z = YE'",  in the complex plane. 
Differentiating with respect to time, t, the velocity is 

dz - dr io  dB 
- - - E  +ir-& 
dt dt dt 

the two terms are the respective radial and tangential components, 
the latter arising from the angular rate. Differentiating again, the 
acceleration is 

The first term is the radial linear acceleration and the fourth term 
is the tangential component arising from angular acceleration. 
The last term is the familiar centripetal acceleration needed to 

constrain r. The second and third terms are tangential and are 
the Coriolis acceleration components. They are equal, respectively 
arising from the changing direction of the radial velocity and from 
the changing magnitude of the tangential velocity. If the angular 
rate and radial velocities are constant, 

dr 
-= i2 and - = v de 
dt dt 

then 

where the angular component, kie, indicates a tangential 
direction in the sense of positive 0 for the Coriolis acceleration, 
2Rv, and -&le indicates towards the center (Le., centripetal) for 
the 0% component. 
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Appendix C - Magnetometers 

Datasheets: 
A. HMC2003 Three-Axis Magnetic Sensor Hybrid by Honeywell 

Further Information: 
B. Compass Heading Using Magnetometers by Honeywell 



Honeywell 
SENSOR PRODUCTS 

4 

Three-Axis Magnetic 
Sensor Hybrid 

HMC2003 

complete 3-axis magnetometer 
with analog output in a 20- 

pin hybrid DIP package. 
Uses Honeywell's sensitive 

HMC1001 and HMC1002 
MR sensors and precision 

instrumentation amplifiers to 
measure x, y and z axes. 

Patented integral field straps 
are accessible for applying 

offset fields or closed 

A 

Small Cost Effective Package DIP-20 footprint (1 in. x .75 in.) allows easy insertion into system-level boards, 
reducing development costs. 

Solid State All components are solid state, improving reliability and ruggedness compared to 
mechanical fluxgates. 

Wide Dynamic Range Accurately measures fields from 40 micro-gauss to f2 gauss at 1 Wgauss. Low 
noise instrumentation amplifiers with 1 kHz low pass filters, reject unwanted 
noise. There are no flux concentrators used in this design that can lead to 
hysteresis and non-repeatablilty. 

Internal Reference An externally accessible +2.5V reference improves measurement accuracy and 
stability. An on-board excitation current source reduces temperature errors and 
regulates the power supply input. 

Offset and SetlReset Straps Magnetic field offsets or closed loop circuits can be applied using the built-in straps. 
Output signal accuracy may be enhanced by using the integral setlreset straps. 

All components are especially selected and packaged in nonmagnetic material to 
reduce magnetic distortion and offsets. 

Non-Magnetic Material 



GENERAL DESCRlPTlOl 

Honeywell's three-axis magnetic sensor hybrid uses three 
permalloy magnetoresistive transducers and custom inter- 
face electronics to measure the strength and direction of a 
magnetic field. These transducers are sensitive to mag- 
netic fields along the length, width, and height (x, y, z axis) 
of the 20-pin dual-in-line hybrid. Fields can be detected 
less than 40 microgauss and up to f2 gauss. Analog out- 
puts are available for each x, y, .?, axis from the hybrid. 
With the sensitivity and linearity of this hybrid, changes can 
be detected in the earth's magnetic field to provide com- 
pass headings or attitude sensing. The high bandwidth of 
this hybrid allows anomaly detection of vehicles, planes 
and other ferrous objects at high speeds. 

The hybrid is packaged on a small board (1 in. x 0.75 in.) 
and has an on-chip voltage reference that operates from a 
single 6 to 15 V supply. The hybrid is ideal for applications 
that require two- or three-axis magnetic sensing and have 
a very tight size constraint and/or have their own electron- 
ics and only need a magnetic transducer front-end. 

Integrated with the transducer bridge circuit is a magneti- 
cally coupled strap that replaces the need for external coils 
and provides various modes of operation. The Honeywell 
patented field offset straps (Xoff+ and Xoff-, etc.) can be 
used to electrically apply a magnetic field to the bridge to 
buck, or offset an applied field. This technique can be used 
to cancel unwanted ambient magnetic fields or in a closed 
loop field nulling measurement circuit. The offset straps 

nominally provide a 1 gauss field along the sensitive axis 
per 48 mA of offset current through it. 

Magnetic transducers can be affected by high momentary 
magnetic fields that may lead to output signal degradation. 
In order to eliminate this effect, and maximize the signal 
output, a magnetic switching technique can be applied to 
the bridge using the SR+ and SR- pins that eliminates the 
effect of past magnetic history. Refer to AN-201 for applica- 
tions information on SeVReset operation. 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

I Magnetic Sensors I 
Xlrim xoff + RX cx 

xoff- - c xout 

Ytrim 

YOut 
RY CY I 

zoff+ Ztrim 

ZOft- zoui 

Vref V+ 
Vbrldge Vbias 

Vsense SR+ 
Gnd SR- 

PINOUT DIAGRAM I PACKAGE DRAWING 

I 
A H 

SR- ZOff+ 
ZOff- 
xoff + 
SR+ 

Ytrim 

Vbridge 
Vsense 

xoff- 
Ztrim 
Xtrim 
Yoff- 
Zout 

GND 
V+ 

I I  Inches 
Symbol Millimeters 

Min Max Min Max I I A  11.43 12.45 0.45 0.49 

2.67 
18.03 19.05 0.75 
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KEY PERFORMANCE DATA 
Offset Strap Sensltivity Distribution 
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HMC2003 SENSOR PRODUCTS 

Supply Current 

SPECIFICATIONS 

20 

Characteristic 

Offset Strap Sensitivity 

Offset Strap Current 

Conditions ( I )  I Min 

46.5 47.5 48.5 

200 

Power Supply Effect (shifts in Null 
Field Offset or Sensitivity) 

Power Supply varied from 
to 5VDC with +, gauss 
Applied Field sweep 

Units (2)  

Supply Voltage (3) I 1 6 1  I 15 VDC 

mA 

2 gauss 

V 

Resolution I I I 40 I pgauss 

Bandwidth I I I l l  KHz 

Field Sensitivity I I 0.98 I 1 I 1.02 Vtgauss 

Null Field Output I I 2.3 1 2.5 I 2.7 V 

Linearity Error 0.5 1 2 Yo FS f l  gauss 
Applied Field Sweep 

l I 2  
%FS 52 gauss 

Applied Field Sweep Linearity Error 

Hysteresis Error 3 sweeps across 
f 2  gauss 0.05 I .1 %FS 

%FS Repeatability Error 3 sweeps across 
f 2  gauss 0.05 I .1 

Offset Strap Resistance I I I I 10.5 n 
mNgauss 

mA 

SeVReset Strap Resistance I I I 1 6  n 

Field Sensitivity Tempco I I I -600 I ppmt" C 

Null Field Tempco I SeVResetnotused I I f400 I ppm/" C 

Null Field Tempco I SeVReset used I I f100 I ppmt" C 

Storage Temperature I I -55 I I 125 " C  

-40 "C I 85 Operating Temperature 

Shock 

Vi bration g rms 

%FS 

(1). Unless otherwise stated, test conditions are as follows: power supply = +12VDC, ambient temp = 25"C, 

(2). Units: 1 gauss (G) = 1 Oersted (in air), 1G = 79.58 Nrn, 1G = 10E-4 Tesla, 1G = 10E5 gamma. 
(3). Transient protection circuitry should be added across V+ and Gnd if an unregulated power supply is used. 

SeVReset switching is active. 

Honeywell reserves the right lo make changes to any products or technology herein to improve reliability, function or design. Honeywell does not assume any liability 
arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit described herein; neither does it convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others. 

Honeywell 
Solid State Electronics Center 
12001 State Highway 55 
Plymouth, MN 55441 

E-Mail: clr@mnl4.ssec.honeywell.com http://www.ssec.honeywell.com 
900151 Rev.C 10-97 

1-800-323-8295 

Helping You Control Your World 
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Honeywell 
COMPASS HEADING USING MAGNETOMETERS AN-203 

Honeywell's line of magnetoresistive permalloy sensors 
are sensitive to magnetic fields less than 100 pgauss 
within a gauss range. This sensitivity can be 
compared to the earth's magnetic field which is roughly 
0.6 gauss (48 Nm) and results in a measurement 
resolution of 1 part in 6,000. This applications note will 
discuss basic principles of compass headings and 
provide a method for compassing using the Honeywell 
Smart Digital Magnetometer. 

The earth's magnetic field resembles that of a simple bar 
magnet. This magnetic dipole, Figure 1, has its field lines 
originating at a point near the south pole and terminating 
at a point near the north pole. These points are referred 
to as the magnetic poles. These field lines vary in both 
strength and direction about the face of the earth. In 
North America the field lines points downward toward 
north at an angle roughly 70 degrees into the earth's 
surface. This angle is called the magnetic angle of 
inclination (0) and is shown in Figure 2. The direction 
and strength of the earth's magnetic field (He) can be 
represented by the three axis values Hx, Hy, and Hz. 
The Hx and Hy information can be used to determine 
compass headings in reference to the magnetic poles. 

Remember that it is the earth's rotational axis that defines 
the geographic north and south poles that we use for 
map references. It turns out that there is a discrepancy of 
-1 1.5 degrees between the geographic poles and the 
magnetic poles. A value can be applied to the magnetic 
direction to correct for this called the declination angle. 
This has been mapped all across the globe [l] and takes 
into account other factors such as large iron deposits and 
other natural anomalies. A declination chart of the 

contiguous United States is shown in Figure 3. A 
magnetic reading in central California, for example, would 
indicate 16" to the east when pointing toward true 
geographic north. 

To determine cornpass headings using a magnetometer, 
the device must be level to the earth's surface, there 
should not be any ferrous materials interfering with the 
earth's field and the declination angle must be known. 
Various tilt compensation circuits and techniques can be 
used to normalize a magnetometer reading that is not 
level. There are also more sophisticated algorithms to 
account for nearby ferrous materials to correct for their 
effect on the earth's field. 

A compass heading can be determined by using just the 
Hx and Hy component of the earth's magnetic field, that 
is, the directions planar with the earth's surface. Hold the 
magnetometer flat in an open area and note the Hx and 
Hy magnetic readings. These readings vary as the 
magnetometer is rotated in a circle as shown in Figure 4. 
The maximum value of Hx and Hy depend on the 
strength of the earth's field at that point. The magnetic 
compass heading can be determined (in degrees) from 
the magnetometer's x and y readings by using the 
following set of equations: 

Direction (e) = 90 - [arcTAN(xly)l'I8Oh 
Direction ( y 4 )  = 270 - [arcTAN(xly)rl80h 
Direction (y=O, x 4 )  = 180.0 
Direction (y=O, M) = 0.0 

To determine true north heading, add or subtract the 
appropriate declination angle. 

Figure 1 - Earth's Magnetic Field Flgure 2 - Earth's Field (He) In 3 Axis 
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Figure 4 - Hx and Hy Magnetometer Readings for Different Compass Headings 

Customer Service Representative 

E-Mail: clr@mnl4.ssec.honeywell.com 
Web Site: www.ssec.honeywelI.com 

612-954-2888 fax: 61 2-954-2582 

Magnetic Flux Density 
10,000 gauss (G) = 1 tesla (T) 

Magnetic Field 
1 oersted (Oe) = 79.58 amperedmeter (Nm) 
100,000 gamma = 1 Oe = 79.58 N m  

Note: In air 1 G = 1 Oe 

[l] National Geophysical Data Center, N O M  Code 
E/GCl, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303-3328, 
U.S.A. (303) 497-6478 
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Appendix D - PIC Microcontroller Code 

A. IMU Code 



LIST P=PIC18F4320 
(include PlBF43ZO.INC 

; Program configuration settings 

-CONFIG _CONFIGlH, IESO-OFF-lH 6 JSCM-OFF-IH L -HSPLLLOSC-lH 
-CONFIG -CONFIGZL. -PWRT-ON-2L 6 -BOR-OFF-ZL b -BORV_ZO-ZL 
-CONFIG -CONFIG2H. -WDT-OFF-ZR & -WDTPS-32112H 
-CONFIG -CONFIG3H. BCLRF-ON-3H 6 SBAODIG-3H & -CCP2MLClL3H 
-CONFIG -CONFIG4L, -DEBUG-ON-41 6 -LVP-OFF-41 6 STVR-OFF-4L 

; Constants 

SPBRG-VAL EQU 
TtK-COUNTS3 EQU 
TMLCOUNTS-L EQU 
BUFF-LEN EQU 
I2C-BUFF-LEN EQU 

.21 
OxCF 
oxzc 
.ZOO 
.iza 

; Variables in Data RRM 

; 115200 baud for 4 0  MHz clock (10 MHz * 4 PUI 
; 800 HZ ==> 12500 counts l40MHr osc) = 30D4h 
; 100OOh - 30D4h = CFZCh 
; must be larger than IZC-BUFF-LEN 

CBLDCK 0x0000 
Buffer:BUFF-LEN ; I2C buffer (page sirel 66 TX buffer 
ADchannel ; AD regzsters 
ADCOunt 
TempData ; temporary Storage var (used in 1x1 
StartPtrH ; points to start 6 end Of RxlTx buffer 
startptr~ 
Endetru 
EndPtrL 
TXEndE'trH ; points to end of buffer for TX t 
TXEndPtrL 
IZCslave ; I2C registers 
IZCaddrH 
IZCaddrL 
12Cdata 
1account 
Flags 
Temp ; used in Table Lookups 

ENDC 

.-____________________________ 
; Bit Definitions for Flags 

R~AYEEPROM EQU n 
ReadyXWIT E W  1 
Lastchannel EQU 2 
ReadyBUFFER EQU 3 

; ON-Board EEPROM Data 

org OxFQOOWO 

INTROXG: de Travis Deyle' I " ,  UXVD, UXUA 



; LOW INT 

org 0x0018 

LOW-IntLser": 
Miss PIR1, ADIF 
bra CheCkNextLOW 
btfsc PiE1, ADIE 
rcall AD-int 

CheCkNextLOW: 
btfss PIRI. RCIF 
bra CheckNextLowl 
MfSC PIE1, RCIE 
r-11 RX_mt 

CheCkNextLOWl: 
btf.6 PIRl, TXIF 

btfsc PIE1, TXIE 
bra LOW-int-served 

r-11 TXL1"t 

LOW-Int-served: 
retfie 

;==============---------------- 

; AD INT 

AD-115 
mvf Anchannel, w 
Smpf WREG 
io-f ADRESH. w 

movff WREG. POSTlNC1 
movff ADRESL, POSTINCl 

movf FSRlH, w 
cpfseq EndPtrH 
bra Incchannel 
movf FSRlL, w 
cpfseq EndPtrL 
bra IncChannel 
l f s r  1, Buffer 

IncChannel: 
incf  ADchannel, I 

m0"lX .10 
cpfseq Anchannel 
bra Setchannel 
clrf ADchannel 
bcf PIE1, Ln7- 

Setchannel: 
-1" B'11000011' 

, A/D interrupt occuLLru. 
; no => next INT 

; RX interrupt occurred? 
; no => next IPIT 

; Store channel X in upper byte (bits 7-41 
; swap nibbles to make channel un upper 

; must be even X bytes in BUFFER'! 

; I2C since we're inside INT!I 
; A t  end of buffer? 

no ==> keep loading 

yes => reset location to beginning 

; # channels to run through 
; Done w /  channels 0-9? 

; no ==> go to next 
; yes => reset channel to 0 66  lnc Count 

yes => stop 

; set channel' 

2 



D:\SandiaSumnerZOO4\IEN\FinalCode.asm 

mdwf ADCONO, f 
mf ADchannel, w 
rlncf WREG 
rlncf WREG 
io-f ADCONO, f 

bcf PIR1, ADIF ; clear flag for next sample 
bsf ADCONO, GO-DONE ; Begin next A/D Sample 

; two bytes per sample stored in BUFF 

TX-int: 
IOP.ff POSTINCO, TempData ; get data 6 m c  position in array 

mmrf FSROH. w ; At last element? 
cpfseq TXEndPtrH 
bra PutTXREG ; no ==7 continue 
mOvf FSROL, w 
cpfseq TXEndPtrL 

lfsr 0 ,  Buffer ; yes => replace start @ beginning, 
bcf PIE1, TXIE xmit last, then quit 

bra PutTXREG ; "0 ==> contanue 

PutTXREG: 
movtf TempData, TXREG 
return 

; RX INT 

RLint: 
btfsc RcsTa, OERR ; overrun ERR? 
bra ErrOERR ; yes => handle 

bra ErrFERR ; yes => handle 
btfsc RcsTa, FERR ; framing ERR? 

movf RCREG, w 
xorlx 'T' 
btfsc STATUS, z 
bra SetTXforXmit 
xor1x 'T' 
xor1w 't' 
btfac STATUS. 2 
bra SetTXforXmit 
bra endRX-int 

ErrOERR: 
bCf RCSTA, CREN 
bsf RCSTA. CREN 
bra endRX-int 

ErrFERR : 
I.ovf RCREG, w 
bra endRX-int 

SetTXforXmit: 
bsf Flags, F 

; get input char (clears RCIFl 

; was character 'T'? 
; yes => handle 
; restore received val 

; was character 't.? 
; yes => handle 
; no ==> ignore 

; reset the logic (on > off > on) 

scard data 



bcf PIE1. RCIE ; disable RX INTs 

enmx-llt: 
return 

dIGPLIntLserv: 
btfDS INTCON, INTOIF 
bra CheckNextHigh 
btfsc INTCON, INTOIE 
rcall BUTTON-int 

CbeckNextHigh: 
btfaa INTCON, TMROIF 
bra HIGH-Lnt-served 
btfsc INTCON, TMROIF 
rea11 TMRO-rnt 

; BUTTON Interrupt occurred- 
: no => next INT 

; TMRO interrupt occurred? 
; no ==> finish 

T M R C - i r t :  
movlx TMR-COUNTS-H ; must set TMROH first8 
m0-f TMROH 
nOVlX TMR-COUNTS-L 
m0-f TMROL 

clrf ADchannel 
bcf PIR1, ADIF 
bsf PIE1, ADIE 
baf ADCONO, GO-DONE 

bcf INTCON, TMROIF 
return 

; BEGIN A/D at channel 0 
; Clear flag 
; enable AD 
; begin sampling' 

; MAIN 

.T : 
'era11 Conflwratlon (Enable Interrupts now) 
baf , IPEN ; Enable priorities 
m 1 w  ; Enable global Hlgh 6 LOW INTS 

; Individual Con 
Call SetupBUTTON 



cal l  SetupLEU 
Call SetupBUFFER 
cal l  SetupUSART 
Call setupm 
cal l  SetupI2C 
cal l  StartupMSG 

; Begln actual MAIN 
MalnLoop: 

btfss Flags. ReadyEEPROM 
goto MainLoop 

cal l  

WrEEPROM: 
btfss 
bra 

movf 
iorlw 
POvrE 

bcf 
clrf 

setup12c 

Flags, ReadyBUFFeR 
WrEEPROM 

PORTD, w 
0x03 
PORTD 

Flags, ReadyBUFFER 
12ccount 

bcf 12Cslave. 0 
cal l  SendSlaveAddr 
cal l  SendAddrH 
cal l  SendAddrL 

SendDataIZC: 
mff POSTINCZ, I2Cdata 
cal l  sendnata 

mf FSRZH, v 
cpfmeq EndPtrH 
bra Ad~IZCcount 
mi FSRZL, w 
CpfSmq EndPtrL 
bra Ad~IZCcount 
l f a r  2, Buffer 

Ad312Ccount: 
incf 12ccount 
I o p l W  I2C-BUFF-LEN 
cpfm.q IZCCOUnt 
bra SendDataIZC 
call SendStop 

m V l V  IZC-BUFF-LEN 
addwf I2CaddrL. f 
mvlw Ox00 
addwfc UCaddrH, f 
Mf8S STATUS, C 
bra WrEEPROM 
r 0 V l "  0x02 
addwf IZCslave, f 
WVf Izcslave, w 
d W  8'00001110' 

Mf8S STATUS, z 
~ 0 x 1 ~  B-aoooioio~ 

bra WrEEPROM 

bcf PIE1, &DIE 
bcf INTCON, TMROIE 

mvf PORTD, w 
i o r 1 w  0x02 
m d l w  OxFE 
lav*f POR-' 

; ready to send start bit? 
; no ==> keep waiting 

; easier than rewriting code here. 

; turn on RED & GREEN 

; write enabled 
; send start + addr 

; send data 

; rotate to start of buffer? 

; unit IZC-BUFF-LEN byte 

; adpst IZC address 

; make LED green 



WaitEorXMIT: 
Mfss €lags, ReadyXMIT 
got0 WaltFOrXMIT 

pOVf 3, w 
iorlw 

clrf  IZCaddrH 
clrf  
P O ' I l W  

BeglnReadlngEEPROM: 
l f s r  2 ,  Buffer 
bcf Flags, Lastchannel 
bcf Izcslave, 0 
ca l l  SendSlaveAddr 
ca l l  SendAddrH 
ca l l  SendAddrL 
cal l  Sendstop 

bsf 12cs1ave. 0 
cal l  SendSlaveAddr 
cel l  ReceiveData 
movf IZCdata, w 
swapf WREG 
call HEXtoASCIITable 
-ff Temp, POSTINCZ 
IDvf r w  
rorlx 
MfSC dinrJS, z 
bsf Flags, lastchannel 
mv1w 1 : 
m0-f POSTINCZ 
novf 12Cdata. w 
call HEXtOASCIITable 
movff Temp, POSTINCZ 

C a l l  RecelveDataNOACK 
cal l  SendStop 
mvf IZCdata, w 
swapf WREG 
ca l l  HMtoASCIITable 
m f f  remp, POSTINCZ 
mDvf rzcdata, w 
Call HEXtOASCIITable 
W f f  Temp. POSTINCZ 

movrf POSTINCZ 
m o v l W  I , '  

btfss ~lags, Lastchannel 
bra UpdateRndNew 
movlw OxOD 
movxi INCZ 
-1" 
oov*f rvaiINC2 

UpdateAndNew: 
incf 12CaddrL. f 
incfsz IZCaddrL, f 
bra XMITsample 
incf IZCaddrH, f 
bnC XMITSample 
mov1W 
addxf lave, f 

XMITsample: 
lfsr 0, Buffer 
mvff FSRZH, TXEndPtrH 

; 't' or 'T' received? 
; no ==> keep waiting 

; turn on RED L GREEN 

; setup I2C @ start 

, channel == ' 8 ' 1  

; CHANNEL:VALUE,CRL€? 

i 2nd nibble 

; yes => set flag 

; READ 2nd byte 

; 1st nibble 

; 2nd nibble 

; we read 2 bytes ... 
; Low Addr rolled over? 
; no ==> update buffer addr 

i High Addr rolled over? 
yes => ~ n c  chip I 

; yes => wait for next 



lmvff FSRZL, TXEndPtrL 
b8f PIE1, TXIE 
nop 
nop 
"op 

"op 
Wa~tForTXtoComplete: 

nop 
nop 
Mfec PIE1, TXIE 
bra WaitFOrTXtOCOmplete 

; TXIE will be cleared when whole buffer Txed 

mvf IZCslaYe, w 
a n d l w  B'OOOO1110' 
xorlw B'OOOO1010' 
btfse STATUS, z ; I2C has gene through d l  5 EEPROMs? 
bra BeginReadingEEPRQM ; no ==> Start new page write 

mDvf PORTD, w ; turn off LEDs 
andlx OxFC 
Ynnf PORTD 

INFLOOP : 
pOr0 INFLOOP 

; SetupBIJTTON 
; --Button contained on R B O  
; --Negative edge triggered 
; --Automatic High Priority INT 

m l w  LOW Buffer 
mevwf StartPteL 
W l W  H I G H  (BuffertBUFF-LEN) ; st ' o ~ t i o n  of . -le= end 
wf EndPtrH 
r o V l X  LOW (Buffer+BUfF-LEN) 
movwf EndPtrL 
reurn 



ietup HS Baud gen 

di i u r v 3 R T  : 
M V f f  StartPtrH. FSROH 
mvff StartPtrL, FSROL 

-1w OX80 
iomf TRISC, f 
m o v l w  OxBF 
MdWf TRISC, f 
mOV1w SPBRG-VAL 
no-f SPBRG 
m o v l w  0 x 2 4  
mo-f TXSTA 
m o v l w  Ox90 
m0-f RCSTA 

mv1v OXCF 
a n d w f  IPR1, f 
bsf PIE1, RCIE 
return 

,______________________________ 
; SetupTIMERS 

SetupTIMERS: 
mDvlW TMR-COUNTS-H 
ntoVri TMROH 
m V l W  TMLCOUNTS-L 
movXi TMROL 

baf INTCONZ, TMROIP 
bcf INTCON, TMROIF 

m l r  B'10001000' 
mov*f TOCON 

b6f IVTCCN, 
return 

; FSRO reserved for TX 

; RC7 IS input (RX) 

; RC6 1s Output (TX) 

; set BAUD rate 

; set TXEN 6 BRGH (mode async) 

; enable serial and continuous receive 

, TX 61 RX both LOW priority 

; enable RX INTs 

i set TMRO as h q h  prlozlty IN1 
; clear flag If it was already set 

; enable 16-bit timer w /  no prescaler 

; enable interrupt 

setupAD: 
IMPf f 
m o v f  f 

m o v l w  
iorrf 
m o v l x  
ionif 
IMVlX 
io-f 

clrf 
clrf 

m 0 V l W  
m0-f 

nWl" 
m0-f 

m 0 V l W  

m0-f 

bcf 
baf 

StartPtrH, FSRlH 
StartPtrL, FSRlL 

0'11110100' 
TRISA, f 
B'01111000' 
TRISB, f 
B'11100000' 
TRISE, f 

Anchannel 
ADCOUnt 

8'00000001' 
ADCONO 

B'00000011' 
ADCON1 

B'10110110' 
ADCONZ 

IPR1, ADIP 
PIE1, ADIE 

; FSRl reserved for AD 

; setup IO ports as Inputs for ADO-11 

; start at channel 0, count 0 

; channel 0 & &  enable AD module 

; AN0 - 11 enabled 

; Right lustifled, 12 TAD setup 
; Clk = F o s d 6 4  

; set AD as law prlarlty 

8 



return 

i setup12c 

setup1zc: 
P D I I l W  OX18 i set Tr1sCt3:4> as inputs 
io-f TRISC, f 
If-r 2, Buffer ; FSR2 reserved for IZC 

bsf SSPSTAT, SMP ; slew rate control disabled 
mv1w O X 2 8  i enable I Z C  in master mode 
noVrf SSPCONl 
movl" OX18 i Clock rate of 400 kHz 
mDvrf SSPADD 

movlx O X a D  i setup registers h flags 
m w w f  IZCslave 
Clrf IZCaddrH 
clrf IZCaddrL 
clrf I2Cdata 
bcf Flags, ReadyEEPROM 
bcf Flags, ReadyXMIT 
return 

------------___-________________________--------_-_----------------- 

SendSlaueAddr: 

Waitstartsent: 
bsf SSPCONZ. SEN i START BIT 

btfsc SSPCONZ, SEN ; Start sent? 
bra Waitstartsent i no ==> keep waiting 

rSendSlavaAddr: 
bcf PIR1, SSPIF i clear flag from SEN 
mvf 12CShVB, w i SLAVE ADDR 
IIovrf SSPBUF 

SlaveAddr: 
btf8s PIR1, SSPIF i finished sending slave addr? 
bra SlaveAddr i no ==> keep waiting 

btf86 SSPCONZ, ACKSTAT i ACK received from slave...? 
return i yes => good. It worked 

bef SSPCONZ, RSEN ; send repeated start bit 

MfSC SSPCONZ, RSEN i repeat start sent? 
bra restartsent 

restartsent 

bra rsendslaveaddr 

. .  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

SendAddrH : 
. .  baf PIN, SSPIF . .  

mff IZCaddrH. SSPBUF ; ADDR HIGE 

MfmS PIR1, SSPIF ; finished sending add&? 
bra AddrH ; no ==> keep waiting 

MfSC SSPCONZ, ACKSTAT ; eck received? 
bra AddrHACk 
bcf PIR1, SSPIF 
-turn 

AddrH: 

AddrHAck: 



mvff IZCaddrL, SSPBUF ; ADDR LOW 

btfaS PIR1, SSPIF ; finished sending addrL? 
bra AddrL ; no ==> keep waiting 

MfSC SSPCUN2, ACKSTAT i ack received' 
bra AddrLACk ; no ==> keep waiting 
bcf PIR1, SSPIF 
return 

AddrL: 

AddrLACk: 

.____ 

serdData: 
bcf PIR1, SSPIF 
mff IZCdata, SSPBUF ; DATA 

Datasent: 
btfss PIR1, SSPIF ; finished sending addrH? 
bra Datasent ; no ==> keep waiting 

DataSentAck: 
btfsc SSPCONZ. ACKSTAT : ack received? 
bra DataSentAck 
bcf PIRI, SSPIF 
return 

no ==> keep waiting 

Sendstop: 

StopSePt: 
bsf SSPCONZ, PEN 

btfac SSPCONZ, PEN 

bcf PIR1, SSPIF 
bra Stopsent 

return 

ReceiveData: 
bcf PIR1, SSPTF 
bsf SSPCONZ, RCEN 

btfsa PIR1, SSPIF 
WaLtReceive: 

bra WaitReceive 

; STOP BIT 

; RECEIVE (enable) 

; has SSP received a data byte? 
; no ==> Walt 

bcf SSPCONZ, ACKDT ; ACK 
bsf SSPCONZ, ACKEN : send ACK blt 

SendACKDT: 
btfsc SSPCUNZ, ACKEN ; has ACKDT b i t  been sent vet? 
bra SendACKDT ; no ==> Walt 

m f f  SSPBUF, i2Cdata ; save data to IZCdata reg 
return 

RecelveDataNOACK: 
bcf PIN, SSPIF 
bsf SSPCONZ, RCEN ; RECEIVE (enable) 

btfss PIR1, SSPIF ; has SSP received a data byte? 
WaltRecerveNOACK: 

bra WaltRecelveNOACK ; no ==> wart 

bsf SSPCONZ. ACKDT ; ACK 
bsf SSPCONZ. ACKEN ; send ACK blt 

SendACKDTNOACK: 
btfsc SSPCONZ, ACKEN ; has ACKDT bit been Sent yet? 
bra SendACKDTNOACK ; no ==> Walt 

mOVff SSPBUF, IZCdata ; save data to IZCdata reg 
rbturn 



D:\SandiaSumrZ004\IMU\FinalCode.asm 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
; StartupMSG 
; --Displays startup message to ser ia l  Terminal 

StartupMSG: 
M V l X  HIGH IBuffertINTRO-MSG-LEN) ; Set Length Of string ... 
-f TXEndPtrH 
mDVlX LOW (Buffer+INTRO_MSG-LENl 
m f  TXEndPtrL 

noVlX LOW INTRO-MSG 

bcf EECON1, EEPGD ; Read from Data EEPROM Inof flash) 
bcf EECON1, CFGS 

-f EEADR ; Start @ INTROJlSG 

ReadOYChlpEEPROM: 
bsf EECON1, RD ; EEDATA now valid 
m f f  EEDATA, POSTINCO 

W l W  LOW (INTRO-USG+INTRO_MSG-LEN) 
incf EEADR, f 

Epf6Oq EEADR ; Read less than length of msg 
bra ReadONchipEEPROM ; yes => keep reading into buffer 

movff StartPtrH, FSROH ; restore FSRO reserved for TX 
mff StartPtrL, FSROL 
bsf PIE1, TXIE ; enable Xmit 
return 

____--_--___-_---________________________~--== 

; HEX to ASCII table 

HEXtoASCIITable: 
vldlx OxOF ; only deal with lower nibble 
-f Temp 
wv1r oxo9 
Cpfagt Temp ; nibble > 09hl 
bra ZeroThruNine ; no ==> adlust for 0-9 
wvlx 0x37 ; yes => adlust for A-F 
addxf Temp, f 
bra EndHEXtoASCII 

ZeroThruNine: 
m l w  0x30 
addwf Temp, f 

EndHEXtoASCII: 
return 

end 

. . . .  

. .  . . . .  

. .  . .  



B. Test Bench Code 



; Reset Vectors 

; MAIN 

START: 
C l r f  TRISB 
P l n r l W  ox01 
-f PORTB 

C l r f  TRISC 
C l r f  PORTC 
M V l U  b'10000111' 
POV*f TOCON 
mvlw b'D0110001' 
m-f TlCON 

movlw ,256 
loorf COUNT 

bcf -"TCON, TMROIF 
bcf <I, TMRlIF 
POVIW 'F 
m f  TMROH 
p a v l w  ( . 2 5 6  - ,781 
rrnf TMROL 
r o v l w  UxFF 
rrrnf TMRlH 
r a p l w  (.256 - ,200) 
mvwf T m l L  

ONE: 

; Let my Debug LED'S start Up 

; set PortC as outputs 

; m 0  OD. 256 prescale 

; m l  on, 8 prescaler 

lear flags and SI 

0 us 

.. i cpnsrbnt determined by. l8mr' h yard 



bsf 
btfss 

bcf 
btfss 

goto 

goto 

decfsz 
goto 

m 0 V l W  

m o d  
l n o v l W  
movwf 

Two: 
bcf 
bcf 
-1" 
mov*f 
-1" 
movxf 
m l w  
rwvxf 
m l w  
m-f 

bsf 
btfss 

bcf 
Mfss  

goto 

goto 

decfsz 
goto 

movlx 
mowf 
m 0 V l W  

m0-f 

bcf 
bcf 
m 0 V l W  

movwf 
m o V l W  

m o d  
mOVlW 
movwf 
l n o v l W  
movwf 

T.LREE: 

D:\SandiaSummerZOO4\IMU\TestSetup.asm 

PORTC, 0 ; turn 0" 
P I R 1 ,  TMRlIF 
5 - 2  
PORTC, 0 ; turn Off 
INTCON, TMROIF 
$ - 2  

.lo0 
COUNT 
oxo2 

; 2 Seconds at Current position 

PORTB 

INTCON, TMROIF ; clear flags and setup timers 
P I R 1 ,  T M R l I E  
OXET 
TMROH 
1.256 - . 7 8 )  ; 20 ms 

OxFE 
TMRlH 
(.256 ~ .210) ; constant determined by laser h yardstick for angle 
TMRlL 

TMROL 

PORTC, 0 ; turn on 

5 - 2  
PORTC. 0 ; turn Off 

$ - 2  

COUNT 
TWO 

,100 
COUNT 
0 x 0 3  
PORTB 

INTCON, TMROIF 
P I R 1 .  TMRlIF 

P I R 1 ,  TMRlIE 

INTCON, TMROIF 

OxFF 
TMROH 
1.256 - . 7 8 )  

TMRlL 

; 2 seconds at current position 

; clear flags and setup timers 

; constant determined by laser 

baf PORTC, 0 ; turn 0" 
btfss P I R 1 ,  TMRlIF 

bcf PORTC, 0 ; turn off 
goto $ - 2 

btfss INTCON, TMROIF 
goto $ - 2 

decfsz COUNT 
got0 THREE 

h 

; L seconds at Current position 

yardstick 

mv1w 
m-f T 
mv1w 
m0-f PORTB 

bcf ON, TMROIE ; clear flags and Setup timers 
bcf , TMRlIF 
m v 1 w  
m o a f  TMROH 

. ̂^  

€OUR: 

2 

angle 



movlw 1.256 ~ . i t0 
mov*f TMROL 
povlx OxFF 
-f TMRlH 
mvlw ( .256 ~ .23C) 
nowf TMRlL 

baf PORTC. 0 

:\SandiaS-~r2004\Irm\TestSetup.asm 

; 2 0  m s  

; constant determined by laser 6 yardstick for angle 

: turn 0" 
MfSS PIR1, TMRlIF 

bcf PORTC, 0 
btfss fNTCON, TMROIF 

goto $ - 2 

goto 5 - 2 

decfsz COUNT 
goto FOUR 

aovlx 0x05 
mwf 

bcf 
bcf 
-1" 
mov*f 
movlx 
mov*f 
m o V l W  

mov*f 
W l W  

mov*f 

FIVE: 
PORTB 

INTCON, TMRCIF 
PIR1, TMRlIF 
OxFF 
TMROH 
i.256 - .78) 
RIROL 
OxFE 
RlRlH 
( . 2 5 6  - , 2 4 0 )  
RLRlL 

baf PORTC, 0 
MfSS PIR1, TMRlIF 

bcf PORTC, 0 
btfss INTCON, TMRCIF 

goto s - 2 

goto $ - 2 

goto FIVE 
end 

; turn off 

; clear flags and setup timers 

. . . .  .. 
. . . . .  . .  . . . . .  . . .  : ..  . .  . . .  . .  , . .  . . .  . . .  

. .  
. .  

. . . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
.~ . .  . . . . . .  

: constant determined by laser & yardstick for angle 

; turn on 

; turn Off 



Appendix E - MatLab Code 



function IMUIInFile, PlotAccel, PlOtGyro, PlotMagnet, PlotAl1) 

% Constants 6 Device Info (used during scalmg/plottmg) 
% Accelerometer 

% vcc 15 5v 
% linear output centered about 2.5v 
% range t- Zg 
% sensitivity 1s 312 mv/g 

% vcc IS 5v 
% linear output centered about ___. 
% range is +- 300 degreedsec 
% sensitivity 1s 5 mv/(degree/sec) 

% 34x1s Magnetometer 
% Vcc is 12V 
% linear Output centered about 2.5v 
% range t- 2 gauss 
% sensitivity IS 1 V/gauss 

0 Gyroscopes 

5ampPersec = 800; 

% Open File h Read Data In 

[fid message1 - fopenlInFile. 'r'); 0 open input file as RWLD-ONLY 
if (fid -- -1) 
end 

[Data, count] - fscanflfid, '%x:%x, ' ) ;  % read i n  all the data (which 1s In HEX) 
samples - count / (2 f 10); % 2'10 IS the # of values per sample 

% Channel 0 -- Magnetometer Z Axis 

fprintf(1. 'Could n0 n %s\n E I , InFile, message); 
retur" ; 

0 Partition h Scaling 
(physical A N O )  

Magnetometerz - Data(20'[0:samples-l] + 2); 
Magnetometerz = ((Magnetometerz * 5 / 1024) - 2.51 / 1.0; 

% Channel 1 -- Magnetometer Y Axis (physical ANI) 
MagnetomaterY - ~ata(20*[O:samples-l] + 4); 
MagnetometerY = ((HagnetomterY 5 / 1024) - 2.5) / 1.0; 

% Channel 2 -- Magnetometer X Axis (physical ANZ) 
MagnetometerX - Data(20*[0:samples-l] t 6); 
Hagnetometerx - ((Magnetometerx * 5 / 1024) - 2 . 5 )  / 1.0; 

% Channel 3 -- Accelerometer Z Axis (physical AN3) 
AcceleLmoeterZ = Datal2O'IO:samples-ll + 8 ) ;  
Accelerometer2 - (IAccelerometerZ * 5 / 1024) - 2.51 / 0.312; 

% Channel 4 -- Accelerometer X Axis (physical - 4 )  
ACCeleLOmeterX = Data(ZO*IO:samples-ll + 10); 
AccelerOmetarX - ((accelerometerx 5 / 1024) - 2.5) / 0.312; 

% Channel 5 -- Accelerometer Y Axis (physical AN51 
AccelermoeterY - DataI20*IO:samples-l] + 12); 
AccalerometerY = IIAccelerometerY 5 / 1024) - 2.5) / 0.312; 

Gyroscopex - Datal20'[0:samples-ll + 16); 
Gyroscopex - ((Gyroscopex 5 / 1024) - 2 . 5 )  / 0.005; 

GyroscopeY - DataI20*[0:samples-l] + 18); 
GyroscopeY - I(Gyrosc0peY 5 / 1024) - 2.5) / 0.005; 

Gyroscopez = DataI20*[0:samples-l] + 20); 
Gyroscope2 - I(Gyr0scopez 5 / 1024) - 2.5) / 0.005; 

% Channel 7 -- Gyroscope X A x i s  (physical AN7) 

% Channel 8 -- Gyroscope Y A x i s  (physxal ANB) 

% Channel 9 -- Gyroscope Z Axis (physical AN9) 

% Tlme 
Time  - I0:samples - 11 / SampPerSac; 
endTime - (samples - 1) / SampPersec; 

% Plotting 
if (PlotAccel == 1 I Plotkcel E 2 )  

figure; 
hold on; 

if (PlotACcel - 2) 
subplOt(3.1.1); 
plot(Tima. Acceler-terx. I .  

legendl 
ylabell n 1 ;  
ltlabdl 
title I 1el-om 1; 

subplot . . 2 ) ;  
for (i - 1: (samples-16)) 

avgXli) - 1/16 sUm(Acce1ermeterXli: (i+l6))); 
end 
plot lTme(1: i ) ,  avgx, 'B'); 
legendl 'x a st Running Filter' 1; 
ylabell 'Lin ration lob' ); 
xlabel, 
t l t k  I 

plot lTme(1: i ) ,  avgx, 'B'); 
legendl 'x a st Running Filter' 1; 
vlabell 'Lin ration lob I :  
;label, 
title I 

% X-axis Testing? 

% yes, lets play with t 

% yes create mminp average filter 

% plot the filtered Values 



subplatI3.1.3); 
tilt = asin(avgX)*180/pi; 

plat~TimeIl:samples-16), tilt, 'B' I / 
legend( 'X Axis Tilt (using Filtered) 1; 
ylabel I 'Tilt ldegreesl ) ;  
xlabel( 'Time (secl ' I ; 
title( 'Tilt'); 

figure; 
plotITimet1:samples-161, tilt, ,B,); 
legendl 'X Axis Tilt (using Filtered] ) ;  
ylabel I 'Tilt (degrees) ) ;  
xlabell 'Time lsecl' I ;  
title1 'Tilt']; 

PlotITime, AccelerOmeterX, , R , ] ;  
plot(Time, AccelerometerY. , G 9 ] ;  
Plot (Time, Accelerometerz. '8' I ;  
legend( 'X Axis', 'Y Axis', ' z  Axis' ) ;  
ylabel( 'Linear Acceleration (9)' ) ;  
xlabell 'Time (see)' 1; 
title( 'Accelerometer Tilt Measurement' 1; 

I 1.2 radians 

else 

e"d . -  
end 

If (PlotMagnet == 1) 
figure; 
hold on; 
Plot [Time, MagnetometerX, ' R '  ) ;  
plot ( T i m e ,  MagnetometerY, ' G '  1 ; 
plot (Time, Magnetometerz, 'B' ) ; 
ylabel( 'Magnetlc Field Strength (gaussl' I ;  
xlabell ' T i m e  I s e c i '  I ;  
legend( 'X AXIS', 'Y Axis', ' z  Axis' ) ;  
title1 'Magnetometers' ) ;  

end 

if (PlotGyro -= 1) 
fiqure; 
hoid on; 
plot (Time, GyroSCOpeX, ' R '  ) ;  
Plot (Time, GyroscopeY. ' G '  ) ; 
plot(Time, GyrOscopeZ. 'B'); 
ylabel I 'Angular Velocity (degrees/secl I ;  
xlabel 1 'Time (sec) ' ); 
legendl 'X AXIS', 'Y Axis', 'Z Axis'); 
title( 'Rate Gyroscopes' 1; 

end 

If (PlotA11 == 1) 
figure; 

subplotl3.1.1); 
hold on; 
PlotITlme, Accelerometerx, ' R ' ) ;  
plot (Time, AccelerometerY. ' G '  ); 
Plot (Time, Accelerometerz, '8' 1; 
ylabel( 'Linear Acceleration (g) 1 1 ;  
xlabel( ' T i m e  (sec) I ;  
legend( 'X AXIS', 'Y AXIS', ' z  AXIS'); 
title( 'Accelerometers' I ;  

Subplot 13,1,2); 
hold on; 
plot I T m e ,  GyroscopeX, ' R '  1 ; 
Plot (Time, GyroSC~peY, 'G' I ;  
plot [Time, Gyroscopez, 'B' ) ;  
ylabel( 'Angular Velocity (degrees/sec)' 
xlabel( ' T i m e  ( s e c ) '  1; 
legend( 'X AXIS', 'Y AXIS', ' 2  AXIS' 1; 
title( 'Rate Gyroscopes' ) ;  

Subplot 13,1,2); 
hold on; 
plot I T m e ,  GyroscopeX, ' R '  1 ; 
Plot (Time, GyroSC~peY, 'G' I ;  
plot [Time, Gyroscopez, 'B' ) ;  
ylabel( 'Angular Velocity (degrees/sec)' 
xlabel( ' T i m e  ( s e c ) '  1; 
legend( 'X AXIS', 'Y AXIS', ' 2  Axis' 1; 
title( 'Rate Gyroscopes' ) ;  

~ubplotl3.1.31; 
hold on; 
plot (Time. Magnetometerx, 'R '  I ;  
plot (Time. MagnetometerY, 'G' ) ; 
plot ITlme, MagnetOmeterZ, OB' ) ; 
ylabell 'Magnetlc Field Strength lgauss)'  1; 
xlabel I ' T m e  Isecl ' I ;  
legendl 'X Axis', ' Y  AXIS', 'Z AXIS'); 
title( 'Magnetometers' ) ;  

end 

% A = sin(theta1 =-> theta = as in lA  c 

% nope, lust fmlsh plottmg 

return 
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